
Post-Correlation Reviewversion 4.001 november 2008This doument is a new guide for the reation of �ts tapes following the orrela-tion of an experiment. The FITS-reation proess has two broad stages: �rst is theseletion of subjobs you want to inlude in the �nal �ts �le ({1), and seond is theonversion proess from orrelator-data format through Measurement Set to FITS,with some agging of the data while in the Measurement Set ({2{4). After you'vemade the FITS �les, there remains the important stages of arhiving, leaning upafter yourself and pipelining ({4{6).0. for the remorselessly impatientBelow is a heklist for the proess, with referenes to paragraphs in the main text.Items in fbraesg may not need to be done for every experiment.1) Seleting subjobs to use:vexsum.pl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [1.a℄ p.5showlog . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [1.b℄ p.6LogFile output . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [1.℄ p.7plotweight.pl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [1.d℄ p.10ExportFile output (lis-�le) . . . . . . . . . . . . . [1.e℄ p.13Daily review of orrelation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [1.f ℄ p.152) Making Measurement Set(s)Setting up the working disk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [2.a℄ p.18getdata.pl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [2.b℄ p.19j2ms2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [2.℄ p.203) Operations on the Measurement Set(s)Starting glish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3℄ p.22fjfiltg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.a℄ p.24fduptim.gg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.b℄ p.25fpolflag.gg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.℄ p.25Chek sampler stats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.d℄ p.262bitVV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.d℄ p.27fixfbs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.e℄ p.27fixuvw.g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.f ℄ p.29



fplyflg.gg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.g℄ p.30standardplots.g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.h℄ p.33other investigative/diagnosti plots . . . . . . . . . . . [3.j℄ p.35flagweight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [3.k℄ p.424) MS 7! FITStConvert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [4.a℄ p.44Cover Letter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [4.b℄ p.45arhive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [4.℄ p.47fTransfer FITS �les to physial mediag . . . . . . . . . [4.d℄ p.495) HousekeepingD3: jobs (one distributed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [5.a℄ p.53E3: jobs/MS/anillary �les . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [5.b℄ p.536) Pipeline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [6℄ p.537) Appendix: lengthy Behind-the-Senes topis . . . . . . . . [App℄ p.54The heklist on the following page an be used to guide the proess of makingFITS �les and related ativities (green means step done in glish; itali font meansa step to think about before applying; brakets mean steps usually not required).Figure 1 that follows shows the general ow of data & ommuniations within theEVN for an experiment, with the purview of this guide outlined. Figure 2 shows aowhart for the review proess itself. These an all be found on the JIVE how-towiki (via the \loal-aess" portion of the orrelation menu item of the JIVE web-page: www.jive.nl/orrelator/�), as an muh other supporting doumentation.The rest of this guide attempts to onform to a onvention in whih:Typewriter text font signi�es verbatim parts of a path, program input, et.Itali font signi�es parts of a path, program input, et. that may vary (usuallyexperiment-, job-, or disk-related).fbraesg signify a task or parameter that may not be required.The omputers you will be using are referred to as C3 (urrently sops, for orre-lator ontrol), D3 (urrently juw36, where raw orrelated data live), and E3 (ur-rently PCInt, where the bulk of the post-orrelation operations take plae). Unlessotherwise spei�ed, everything in here assumes you have logged in as user jops.There is also a web-based interfae for going through these steps that has beendeveloped under the aegis of EXPReS, alled EZJive. This doument does not gointo that, but the desriptions of the steps and the various looks under the hood atunderlying priniples/algorithms/problems should be diretly transferable.2



Post−Correlation Review Checklist

4. Full−MS ops:

1.  select good subjobs

2.  getdata.pl

3.  j2ms2

8.  FITS −−> DAT (dd) / DVD (k3b) / etc 

10.  Pipeline

a)  DDD (juw26)

b)  EEE (PCInt)

( > distrib.)

9.  Disk−Housekeep

7.  Archive:  FITS

Stnd.Plts/Cvr.Ltr

(incl. exp.README)

6.  Cover Letter

      h)  other plots....

     g)  standardplots

     f)  plyflg

5.  tConvert

(only if phscals on)

     a)  [jfilt] / [badcorr/polflag]

      i)  [whist] / flagweight

     e)  fixuvw

     b)  check Autocorrs /

     c)  2bitVV

     d)  fixfbs

 SampStats
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1. Seleting Subjobs.a. vexsum.pl.This should have already been run prior to orrelation, with the output in the/s/expr/EXP diretory of sops, typially with the name exp.vxsm. (Notethat in this guide EXP denotes supplying the experiment name in upper-ase, expin lower-ase.) If vexsum.pl hasn't already been run, the most usual syntax is:vexsum.pl -tel vex�le > exp.vxsmThe additional parameter -tel provides a list of telesopes in the VEX�le for eahsan. There's also a -mode parameter that will output the name of the mode for eahsan; this an be useful at �rst for quikly heking whether this is a multi-modeexperiment or not, but the name of the mode usually takes up so muh room in eahrow to be not worth printing in the general ase. (An easier way to hek whether anexperiment is multi-mode is to use: \grep mode= vex�le", and san whether thereis more than one mode referened by the sans. The output of vexsum.pl providesan easy to read summary of the experiment | eah san gets its own output linewith san/pass number, start/stop time, start byte-number, and soure. The byte-number refers to the �rst station in the VEX�le. If there was a gap between twosans in a given pass, there will be a \*" after the time-range of the san followingthe gap. Below is a sample extrat (from EL035A):
No0001 P01 159/11:00:00 − 11:02:30  1518.987970000     * J1113+1442 McOnNtUrSh
No0002 P01 159/11:02:30 − 11:10:00   713.680035424     * B1059+169  EfMcCmOnUrJbNtSh
No0003 P01 159/11:10:40 − 11:12:40* 1557.330436480     * J1113+1442 McCmNtOnShUr
No0004 P01 159/11:12:40 − 11:20:10   742.423946752     * B1059+169  EfMcCmOnUrJbNtSh
No0005 P01 159/11:20:10 − 11:22:40  1594.454220800     * J1113+1442 McCmNtOnShUrJb
No0006 P01 159/11:22:40 − 11:30:10   771.169736328     * B1059+169  EfMcCmOnUrJbWbNtSh
No0007 P01 159/11:30:50 − 11:32:50*  799.915541976     * J1113+1442 EfMcCmOnUrJbTrNtSh
No0008 P01 159/11:32:50 − 11:40:20   809.708236800     * B1059+169  EfMcCmOnUrJbTrNtWbSh
No0009 P01 159/11:40:20 − 11:42:50   838.511333376     * J1113+1442 EfMcCmOnUrJbTrNtSh
No0010 P01 159/11:42:50 − 11:50:20   848.112365568     * B1059+169  EfMcCmOnUrJbTrNtWbSh
No0011 P01 159/11:51:00 − 11:53:00*  874.740528368     * J1113+1442 EfMcCmOnUrJbTrNtWbShThe output of vexsum.pl is a useful overview of the experiment's shedule, and asa quik look-up translation table between UTCs, sans, soures, and partiipatingstations.
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b. showlog.showlog an funtion as the soure of information about the orrelated subjobs.The vexsum.pl -tel output provides a summary of the sans in the experimentand stations partiipating in them. showlog outputs will allow you to begin toreview whether all these sans have been orrelated to the best of our ability, andto pik among multiple orrelations of the same san(s).i | Start showlog on sops by:showlog EXPYou will see the summary of all sans ome up in the window, with four buttonson the upper right. There are two kinds of output useful in the ourse of post-orrelation review: the basi logbook �le and the exp.lis �le.ii | The logbook �le is made by liking on the LogFile button. A pull-down menuwill result. From here, you an restrit the Type (PROD, TEST, CLOCK; default =all), the Status (GOOD, REVIEW, FAIL, ABORT, CRASH; default = all), or Pro�le (i.e.,the runjob.pl pro�les) displayed. you an Sort the results by JOB (hronologiallyas orrelated), SCAN, LAGS, or PROFILE. This sorting is single-key sorting; you an'tsimulate a multiple-key sort by sorting �rst on the seond key and then on the �rst| subsequent sorts do not retain the order from previous sorts in \breaking ties".With FieldLayout you an suppress some olumns; the default LogFile outputurrently takes 220 haraters per line. Finally, Print/Save allows you to make ahard opy of the output. {1. disusses the information ontained in the logbook�le in more detail.iii|When you lik on the ExportFile button, the LogFile format summary will bereplaed by a *.lis-�le format summary ({1.g). Cliking again on ExportFile getsa pull-down menu. Here, you an selet by profile or Print/Save. The exp.lis�le you save from here will drive the prodution of the FITS �le. If the experi-ment used multiple pro�les (e.g., separate line/ontinuum passes, di�erent phaseenters, subbands orrelated separately) that will go into separate MeasurementSets & FITS �les, then you should make a separate lis-�le for eah pro�le, sav-ing them to distint �lenames. It's probably best if you reate the tt *.lis-�lesin the /s/expr/EXP diretory. {1.e disusses the information ontained in the*.lis-�le in more detail.
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. LogFile output.
JIVE Correlator Logbook    Sorted on: JOB       Selection: Type = ANY   Status = ANY   Profile = ANY                                                                                           24 Sep 2002 09:57:56

Exp        JobId      SJ  Pass ScBegin ScEnd   Type   Status Lags Int  CPol Integrations         Data    validity Array                            Version  VexFile                 profile              Operator   
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
N02L2      206210936  1   3A   No0015  No0015  CLOCK  GOOD   256  4    Xpol (2/9/0/312/157)      100.0%  local    <><><>Wb<>JbShEfMcUr<><><><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs1.vix                                Zsolt      
# Fringes to Mc, Wb, Jb(!), Sh, and Ur(!).
# Ar and Hh were not scheduled in this scan,
# Ef started late (not present in this scan).
N02L2      206211034  1                        CLOCK  NONE   256  4    Xpol                              local    TrNt<>WbOnJb<>EfMc<><><><><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs1.vix                                Zsolt      
# Aborted. Restart correlator.
N02L2      206211058  1                        CLOCK  NONE   256  4    Xpol                              local    TrNt<>WbOnJb<>EfMc<><><><><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs1.vix                                Zsolt      
# No data coming through. Aborted.
N02L2      206211118  1                        CLOCK  NONE   256  4    Xpol                              local    TrNt<>WbOnJb<>EfMc<><><><><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs1.vix                                Zsolt      
# Correlator will be restarted.
N02L2      206211149  1                        CLOCK  ABORT  256  4    Xpol                              local    TrNt<>WbOnJb<>EfMc<><>Ar<><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs1.vix                                Zsolt      
# No data from correlator.
N02L2      206211222  1                        CLOCK  FAIL   256  4    Xpol                              local    TrNt<>WbOnJb<>EfMc<><>Ar<><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs1.vix                                Zsolt      
N02L2      206211247  1   5A   No0026  No0026  CLOCK  GOOD   256  4    Xpol (0/1/0/544/198)      100.0%  local    TrNt<>WbOnJb<>EfMc<><>Ar<><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs1.vix                                Zsolt      
# Success! Fringes to Ar(!!!), Ef, Tr, Nt, On.
# Wb and Jb clock updates checked, OK.
N02L2      206211409  1   6A   No0027  No0027  CLOCK  GOOD   256  4    Xpol (1/1/1/544/29)       100.0%  local    TrNtHh<>On<>ShEfMcUr<><><><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs1.vix                                Zsolt      
# Hh fringes; clock is perfect.
N02L2      206211423  1   6A   No0028  No0028  CLOCK  GOOD   32   4    Xpol (0/0/0/840/54)       100.0%  local    TrNtHhWbOnJbShEfMcUr<><><><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs1.vix                                Zsolt      
# All telescopes (except AR) included, nlags=32.
# It is a reverse pass except for Hh, Sh, and Ur.
# All clocks are OK. Tr produced no fringes
# in this scan (0 weights).
N02L2      206211506  1   5A   No0026  No0026  CLOCK  GOOD   256  4    Xpol (0/0/0/420/132)      100.0%  local    Tr<><>WbOnJb<>EfMc<><>Ar<><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs2.vix                                Zsolt      
# 2nd headstack fringes to all telescopes
# participating in this scan (including Ar).
N02L2      206211538  1   6A   No0031  No0031  CLOCK  GOOD   64   4    Xpol (0/0/0/684/32)       100.0%  local    Tr<>HhWbOnJbShEfMcUr<><><><><><> rel3001  n02l2.hs2.vix                                Zsolt      
# Ur, Sh and Hh headstack 2 is also OK.
N02L2      206251911  1   1A   No0001  No0007  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 4/0/3/544/1308       100.0%  local    NtTrWbMcOnJb<><>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs1.vix           production_hs1       Hans       
N02L2      206251943  1   2A   No0008  No0014  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 13/4/18/420/1504     100.0%  local    NtTrWbMc<>Jb<><>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs1.vix           production_hs1       Hans       
N02L2      206251943  2   3A   No0015  No0018  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 4/0/3/684/1302       100.0%  local    NtTrWbMcOnJbEf<>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs1.vix           production_hs1       Hans       
N02L2      206252053  1   4A   No0019  No0025  PROD   CRASH  32   1    Xpol 249/3/323/684/1665   100.0%  local    NtTrWbMcOnJbEf<>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs1.vix           production_hs1       Hans       
# Almost everything collapsed.
N02L2      206252155  1   4A   No0019  No0025  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 485/3/561/684/1906   100.0%  local    NtTrWbMcOnJbEf<>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs1.vix           production_hs1       Hans       
# Dpu  2: Auto tracking failed, footage 16018 −> 466 at headpos:   96.0 (40 samples)
N02L2      206252155  2   5A   No0026  No0026  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 4/0/3/544/1302       100.0%  local    NtTrWbMcOnJbEfAr<><><><><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs1.vix           production_hs1       Hans       
N02L2      206252316  1   6A   No0027  No0034  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 4/0/3/840/1420       100.0%  local    NtTrWbMcOnJbEf<>ShHhUr<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs1.vix           production_hs1       Hans       
N02L2      206260830  1   4A   No0019  No0025  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 4/0/3/684/1307       100.0%  local    NtTrWbMcOnJbEf<>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs1.vix           production_hs1       Martijn    
N02L2      206261121  1   1A   No0001  No0007  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 5/2/482/420/1548     100.0%  local    <>TrWbMcOnJb<><>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs2.vix           production_hs2       Martijn    
# Dpu  1: Auto tracking failed, footage 3052 −> 6646 at headpos:  −76.9 (10 samples)
# On(4) unable to peak head − giving up (scan 8 to 14)
N02L2      206261121  2   2A   No0008  No0014  PROD   FAIL   32   1    Xpol 4/2/542/312/1507      66.7%  local    <>TrWbMc<>Jb<><>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs2.vix           production_hs2       Martijn    
# On(4) unable to peak head − giving up
N02L2      206261121  3   3A   No0015  No0016  PROD   REVIEW 32   1    Xpol 142/1/167/544/980    100.0%  local    <>TrWbMcOnJbEf<>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs2.vix           production_hs2       Martijn    
N02L2      206261338  1   3A   No0015  No0018  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 9/3/17/544/1361      100.0%  local    Tr<>WbMcOnJbEf<>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs2.vix           production_hs2       Martijn    
N02L2      206261338  2   4A   No0019  No0025  PROD   FAIL   32   1    Xpol 95/3/793/544/1569    100.0%  local    Tr<>WbMcOnJbEf<>Sh<>Ur<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs2.vix           production_hs2       Martijn    
N02L2      206261519  1   5A   No0026  No0026  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 5/4/408/420/1755     100.0%  local    Tr<>WbMcOnJbEfAr<><><><><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs2.vix           production_hs2       Martijn    
N02L2      206261519  2   6A   No0027  No0034  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 4/0/3/684/1419       100.0%  local    Tr<>WbMcOnJbEf<>ShHhUr<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs2.vix           production_hs2       Martijn    
N02L2      207152222  1   2A   No0008  No0014  PROD   FAIL   32   1    Xpol 4/1/337/220/1454      80.0%  local    <><><>UrSh<>McWb<><>Jb<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs2.vix           production_hs2       Martijn    
N02L2      207152317  1   4A   No0019  No0025  PROD   GOOD   32   1    Xpol 4/0/3/544/1300       100.0%  local    <>Ef<>UrShTrMcWbOn<>Jb<><><><><> rel1706  n02l2.hs2.vix           production_hs2       Martijn    
# Dpu  8: Auto tracking failed, footage 13270 −> 1108 at headpos:  255.0 (31 samples)Listing 1: LogFile output (from N02L2)Listing 1 is the LogFile output for N02L2. The �rst line provides sorting/seletioninformation. the output itself has one line per subjob, with some number of optionalomments immediately following (beginning with \#"). Some of these ommentsare automatially generated by the orrelator-ontrol software, others are enteredby the operator during orrelation. The �elds for eah subjob follow the olumnheaders at the top. The most important ones are:JobID, SJ = means to identify the dataSBegin, SEnd = �rst & last sans in the subjobType, Status = operator-entered desription of subjob purpose & qualityLags, Int, Cpol = orrelation parameters used for the subjobIntegrations, Data = summary of problems (see bullet below)Array = loation of stations per SU (\<>" denotes an empty SU)Version = of the orrelator ontrol softwareVexfile = VEX �le usedprofile = runjob.pl pro�le usedThe JobID is of the form YMoDyHrMi, the time orresponding to when the jobbegan being orrelated. Only the last digit of the year is inluded (thus there is aninherent \deadal bug" in the job-naming onvention). Leading 0s are not inludedin the JobID. The subjob-ID \SJ" is simply an integer ounting the number ofsubjobs done within eah job. The SJ an be in the double-digits. Reently, theexistene of SJ=0 has ourred in some ases | so far these appear to be dupliatesof SJ=1 and should be ignorable. 7



SBegin & SEnd an be ompared to the vexsum.pl output to ensure there areno sans missing from the orrelated data (however, be alert that there are ways inwhih the SnBegin and SEnd an be wrong | usually one too low and too high,respetively | f. {App.1.f.i). The Array allows one to trae playbak problemsseen on station(s) to a possible underlying ause in a spei� SU/Mk5/DPU.� The �ve numbers in Integrations are derived from the job's data handler.log�le (f. {App.1.f.i), and denote:5th: The total number of integration periods enountered (Nint). The produt Nint�tint should be lose to the total time spanned by the subjob (inluding gaps);see the vexsum.pl output for the start time of the �rst and end time of the lastsans in a subjob.4th: The modal value of the number of interferometers (Nif) during the pass (i.e.,if you made a histogram of Nif appliable over eah of the Nint, the numberreported would be the most-ourring Nif). Table 1 below shows the Nif persubband as a funtion of Nsta and Npol (this is also available on sops, inthe �le /s/expr/nifs.out). If the reported number orresponds to a smallerNsta , you an �gure out how many stations you lost; if it is some other numberthat doesn't orrespond to any Nsta, you may have had serial-link or orrelator-on�guration problems. Remember to divide the 4th number by Nsb beforetrying to �nd it in the table.
    Nsta   1 pol   2 pol   4 pol
       2       3       6      10
       3       6      12      21
       4      10      20      36
       5      15      30      55
       6      21      42      78
       7      28      56     105
       8      36      72     136
       9      45      90     171
      10      55     110     210
      11      66     132     253
      12      78     156     300
      13      91     182     351
      14     105     210     406
      15     120     240     465
      16     136     272     528Table 1: Nif per subband as a funtion of Nsta and Npol.3rd: The number of integrations that have an Nif di�erent from that reported in the4th olumn. You don't know a priori whether these di�erent Nif 's are greater orless (or some ombination of both) than the reported Nif . The usual situationis that a station drops out during the subjob. Weight plots ({1.d) an oftenshed light on the auses of the 3rd & 4th numbers.1st: The number of skipped integrations. These generally ome about at the veryend of the subjob where the end BOCF (Beginning of Correlator Frame) num-bers beome zero for all interferometers. A large number here will also bereeted in a orrespondingly too-large Nint. This number of skipped integra-8



tions is urrently insensitive to \systik missed" errors; if the 5th olumn isa fair amount less than the duration of the subjob (inluding gaps) divided bythe integration time, then grep the job's data handler.log (found under theJobID diretory | f. {App.1.f.i) for \systik missed". If there are lots ofthese, you may want to onsider reorrelation.2nd: The number of AAARGHHHHHs. These our when only some number ofinterferometers have mismathing BOCF numbers at the beginning or end of anintegration ompared to the other interferometers. These usually mean at besta temporary loss of some fration of the interferometers (if AAARGHHHHHsour in pairs, the seond ourrene may signal the reovery of the missinginterferometers), but may also suggest a more perniious problem.� The Data perentage �eld shows the perentage of good data to expeted data(based on the \modal" 4th number). Perentages that an't be expressed asM=Nsta, where Nsta is the number of stations suessfully partiipating in thesubjob (i.e., that haven't dropped out prior to the R stage on the status mon-itor) and M is an integer � Nsta, point to something wrong with the sub-job. Most likely there has been a onnetion problem somewhere in the inputside of the orrelator, or a problem with a limited number of orrelator hips.{App.1.f.i disusses how to get more detailed information out of the the job'sdata handler.log; {App.1.f.ii disusses how to go further in traking downwhere the problem may lie.If for some reason you want to hange information in a subjob (type, status arethe usual things that might need hanging, the others are derived automatially andshould be left alone), you an edit the log�le from showlog EXP. Follow the menu-hain from the LogFile button: Edit Log�le, then Edit. The window bakgroundnow beomes pink, and provides a \visual editor" environment. You an positionthe ursor after the type/status you want to hange, use BakSpae to erase, andre-type your desired modi�ation. Save the hanges via LogFile, Edit Log�le, & Save.
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d. plotweight.pl.plotweight.pl is a perl sript that plots station weights or autoorrelation am-plitudes diretly from the orrelated data, saving you the time of having to make aMeasurement Set �rst. Sine it reads the orrelated data themselves, rather thanjust the data handler.log, it provides a more fundamental view of what's in thesubjob than does showlog. A ron job runs every morning (usually 05:17, butan be made to vary in light of jobs left running overnight) to make the weight &autoorrelation-amplitude plots for all jobs run during the previous day (or morepreisely, for all jobs that don't yet have orresponding plots). The treasury ofplots lives on /data/PltWgt/EXP/JobID.SJ.wt.fps|png|gifg for the weight plotsand /data/PltAuto/EXP/JobID.SJ.auto.fps|png|gifg for the autoorrelation-amplitude plots. This disk is also ross-mounted on sops. We have begungzip'ing the postsript weight/auto-orrelation plots to save on disk spae. Theheading of the plot shows the job/subjob, the experiment, and the range of sansovered by the plot (a partial �nal san gets inluded). The Mark5/SU on whiheah station is mounted in the subjob appears in the annotation. San boundariesare marked by thin gray vertial lines; if there is also diagonal hathing, the timerange \interior" to the hathing is a gap in the shedule (i.e., no soure being ob-served; reording media stopped). The data shown in gaps is irrelevant, sine thetime-range of the gap will be omitted from the Measurement Set (f. {2.). Thesubband/polarization hannels are olor-oded (legend at the bottom of the page).Figure 3 shows an example weight plot from a orrelation of a segment of sansfrom EK024C. You an see some of the features mentioned above (gap shading,subband/polarization olor-oding). Further, there are numerous examples of \Di-agonal Weights" ({App.1.g.i.) and SB5/LCP seems to be dead in Jb & On (withdisk-based experiments, most probably the sign of a orrelator problem). You ansee that the weights in gaps is irrelevant | suh data won't make it through intothe Measurement Set anyway. Beause of the SB5/LCP problem, this whole rangewould have to be reorrelated. If this didn't happen, then you'd need to reorrelatesome of the sans to avoid using the Diagonal Weight events: sans 27{28 or Jb &Sh, and also sans (35){36 for Wb ({App.1.g.i. disusses how the fringes atuallydisappear a short time before the onset of the Diagonal Weight event in the weightplot; you'd have to look into things to see whether the reorrelation of san 35 wereabsolutely neessary | but sine it's so short, it might just be easier to reorrelateit anyway).If you want to run plotweight.pl (say on a job from the urrent day, beforethe ron job has had a hane to run), the syntax that you would generally use is:plotweight.pl -dev output.ps/vps JobID/SJIt should be �ne to run this from the /s/expr/EXP diretory. If you have lots ofstations, also inluding the ommand-line parameter -nant Nant will set the maxi-mum number of plots per page to Nant. Output an go to any reognized/supportedpgplot devie (the default in the absene of a -dev argument has the plot go to the10



Figure 3: plotweight.pl weight plots for a orrelation of a segment of sans (fromEK024C).sreen, but in this ase it seems you an't save or print it, and if you want to resizethe pgplot window, you'll have to exeute plotweight.pl a seond time after set-ting the new size). plotweight.pl run without any arguments returns a list of allpossible arguments. You an also generate these plots from showlog via the InspetData button on the top. Clik on either sreen or printer, and then double lik onthe subjob you want plotted. There's no way to save to a �le through this route.i | Behind the Senes: wgtpltr.shwgtpltr.sh is the shell-sript run in the ron job to make the plotweight.plplots for the previous day's jobs. It is usually sheduled to run at 05:17 eah day.It looks through all jobs on all D3 disks, and for any job that laks a orrespondingplot in the diretories mentioned above, it runs plotweight.pl to make the plot.11



The early morning run time intends that there should be no jobs running, beauseits algorithm will be fooled by a job in progress when it runs: it will make plotsbased on the partially-ompleted job, but not go bak and (re)make plots for thefully-ompleted job. The reent progress in getting long sub-jobs and round-the-lok e-VLBI o� the ground makes it harder to have this run as an automatedron job without enountering these partially-ompleted-subjob plots. Should thisour, the �x is to delete the partial-subjob plots (weight & autoorrelation), andeither wait for the next day or run wgtpltr.sh manually from the ommand line.`You ould also do this, say if your experiment has just �nished & you don't wantto wait until the next day to look at the plots. Do this logged onto D3 as jops,and exeute wgtpltr.sh. Be areful to make sure that no job is running when youstart this (or will be in the immediate future). If unomfortable doing this, let meknow if you think that partial-job plots have been made.ii | Behind the Senes: plotweight.pl ron jobHere's the result of rontab -l jops on juw36 showing the daily automatirun of wgtpltr.sh to make a weight plot and an autoorrelation plot for eah job(line broken into two for display purposes):17 5 * * * /export/home/jops/bin/wgtpltr.sh>>/data/PltWgt/ron.log 2>&1
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e. ExportFile output. (� lis-�le)
EI009A ei009a.vix Prod ei009a.ms ei009a.ms.UVF

+  708271659/1    − No0001 No0001 64 4 noX 0/0/0/216/222     100.0% GOOD PROD prod_cont ei009a.cont.vix rel2806
+  708211008/1    − No0002 No0006 64 4 noX 0/1/25/216/176    100.0% GOOD PROD prod_cont ei009a.cont.vix rel2806
+  708201355/1    − No0007 No0018 64 4 noX 0/0/0/216/459     100.0% GOOD PROD prod_cont ei009a.cont.vix rel2806
+  708201440/1    − No0019 No0060 64 4 noX 0/0/0/216/1727    100.0% GOOD PROD prod_cont ei009a.cont.vix rel2806
+  708201643/1    − No0061 No0145 64 4 noX 0/0/0/216/3512    100.0% GOOD PROD prod_cont ei009a.cont.vix rel2806
+  708210902/1    − No0121 No0126 64 4 noX 0/1/0/216/230     100.0% GOOD PROD prod_cont ei009a.cont.vix rel2806
+  708230841/1    − No0001 No0006 2048 4 noX 0/0/0/72/424      100.0% GOOD PROD prod_line ei009a.line.vix rel2806
+  708230915/1    − No0007 No0018 2048 4 noX 0/0/0/72/458      100.0% GOOD PROD prod_line ei009a.line.vix rel2806
+  708230952/1    − No0019 No0060 2048 4 noX 0/0/0/72/1726     100.0% GOOD PROD prod_line ei009a.line.vix rel2806
+  708270807/1    − No0061 No0080 2048 4 noX 0/0/0/72/815      100.0% GOOD PROD prod_line ei009a.line.vix rel2806
+  708270911/1    − No0081 No0109 2048 4 noX 0/0/0/72/1196     100.0% GOOD PROD prod_line ei009a.line.vix rel2806
+  708271322/1    − No0109 No0124 2048 4 noX 0/4/107/72/639    100.0% GOOD PROD prod_line ei009a.line.vix rel2806
+  708271410/1    − No0121 No0145 2048 4 noX 0/0/0/72/1051     100.0% GOOD PROD prod_line ei009a.line.vix rel2806Listing 2: ExportFile output (from EI009A).Listing 2 is the ExportFile output for EI009A. The �rst line lists the experimentname followed by the default values for:Æ VEX �le (default = exp.vix) | this will be used as the top-level VEX �lewhen running j2ms2 from this lis-�le (f. {2.).Æ runjob.pl pro�le (default = Prod) | not urrently signi�ant; j2ms2's useof lines in lis-�le is ontrolled by the \+/{" in the �rst olumn.Æ Measurement set name (default = exp.ms) | this will be the name of theMS j2ms2 will make when run from this lis-�le.Æ FITS-�le name (default = exp.ms.UVF) | not urrently signi�ant; theatual name of FITS �le(s) is ontrolled by tConvert (f. {4.a).Usually, you would want to hange the name of the VEX �le and output MS tomath your spei� situation. Changing the name of the pro�le and FITS �le-nameisn't urrently neessary, but hange them anyway to ahieve internal onsisteny.The main body of the lis-�le ontains a subset of the olumns from the LogFileoutput, plus a �rst olumn that is \+" or \{". This �rst olumn ontrols whether toinlude data orresponding to the subjob/san-range in its line or not: \+"=inlude,\{"=skip. This feature an provide you san-by-san ontrol over what goes intothe MS (and hene the FITS �les). By the time you've gone through the weightplots and hunted for reorrelations, you should be in a position to be able to set the\+/{" �eld appropriately for eah subjob. There other modi�ations you an maketo the *.lis-�les to provide you with �ne ontrol over exatly what data goes intothe MS, to be disussed presently.The example shown in Listing 2 is for an experiment with separate ontinuumand line orrelation passes (2 di�erent pro�les, 2 di�erent vex �les). In real lifeyou'd want to save separate lis-�les for eah pro�le/VEX-�le by using the profile-seletion feature under the ExportFile pull-down menu ({1.b.iii), and edit the �rstline of eah to make the �elds appropriate for spei� orrelation:ont: EI009A ei009a.ont.vix Prod ei009a.ont.ms ei009a 1 1.IDI13



line: EI009A ei009a.line.vix Prod ei009a.line.ms ei009a 2 1.IDIDon't worry about FITS-�le naming onvention, that will be disussed in due time({4.a) | the above �le-names do onform to the urrent onvention, but they'reurrently not signi�ant in this line of the lis-�le. For disk-based experiments,the olumn after the Job/SJ ID ontains a single hyphen (this used to be plae forpass number in tape experiments). The next two �elds are the begin and end sanontained within the subjob. To get ahead of ourselves a bit, it is by editing thesesan-range boundaries that we an gain san-by-san ontrol over whih subjobontributes whih data to the MS. The ExportFile feature in showlog sorts thesubjobs within eah pro�le by san number, failitating the reation of pre-time-sorted measurement sets.i|Run in the standard way, j2ms2 limits taking data from eah subjob to the rangeof sans spei�ed in eah row of the lis-�le. Currently, this san-range hekingours though a numeri omparison of san numbers, although this interpretationof the san-names is a little restritive (they are not intrinsially onstrained to bein the form of \Nonnnn"). To date though, this has posed no pratial limitations.j2ms2's san-range heking obviates the earlier need to edit \output" VEX �les (aproess that will therefore not be disussed here), and provides a reord of how theMeasurement Set was built, allowing reliable reonstrution of it, if ever neessarylater. The san-range heking therefore makes it muh more straightforward touse \partial" subjobs, to avoid dupliate data entering the MS, and to keep theresulting MS in inreasing-time order. Below are some points about the proess ofhandling initially overlapping san-ranges in di�erent subjobs (arising beause ofre-orrelations).� The usual situation is when the latter part of a subjob has to be reorrelated.In this ase, both subjobs would get a \+", and you just have to hange theend-san of the �rst subjob to be its last good san.Æ If there was some overlap of good sans between the �rst & reorrelatedsubjobs, then you have some more exibility in how to pik the end-san ofthe �rst and the start-san of the seond.� The situation in whih some sans in the middle of a subjob get reorrelatedillustrates how to handle a more general situation (most typially arising beauseof a diagonal weight in the middle of a subjob that gets \�xed" by a gap inwhih the SUs reon�gure). The two keys are to have eah line ontain just thesans you want to inlude and to maintain inreasing-san order in the lis-�le.The trik is that you may \re-use" a subjob: �rst taking some sans from theoriginal subjob (before the \bad" sans), then moving on to the sans from there-orrelated subjob, and then piking up the rest of the sans from the �rstsubjob, as illustrated in listing 3 (original subjob 508091658 = sans 18{39;re-do subjob 508100923 = sans 24{26).14



+  508091658/1  − No0018 No0023 32 2 noX 0/0/0/160/1455   100.0% GOOD ......
+  508100923/1  − No0024 No0026 32 2 noX 0/0/0/160/728    100.0% GOOD ......
+  508091658/1  − No0027 No0039 32 2 noX 0/0/0/160/1455   100.0% GOOD ......Listing 3: lis-�le extrat (from GT006) illustrating reorrelation of san in themiddle of a subjob.ii | The program heklis provides a quik way to hek for overlaps or skips ina lis-�le from the linux prompt:heklis exp[-modi�er-℄.lisheklis lives in jops's path on either sops, juw36, or PCInt. It looks throughthe spei�ed lis-�le and returns any instanes of overlaps or skips in the san-range numbering on onseutive \+" lines. If no exeptions are found, then it justprints out the �rst & last san. It's possible that skips are intentional (you maybe making partial MSs), but overlaps would always be wrong (either introduingdupliate data or inluding subjobs out of time order). Subjobs put into the lis-�leout of time order would trigger at least one of these exeptions, so are not separatelymentioned.iii | I generally try to make/put the .lis-�les in the main orrelation-ontroldiretory for the experiment (/s/expr/EXP), so that it's easy for anyone else to�nd them if neessary.f. Daily review for reorrelationsIn general, we want to make sure the orrelation wrings the last drop of astro-nomial knowledge out of the data as reorded (within reason | we have only a�nite time for the orrelation proess per experiment). Now that stations reordonto disk-paks, equipment problems at our end are generally easier to see, beausethe a priori quality of the data is muh higher. However, there are still ertain waysin whih a station an have a deleterious e�et on their reordings, some of whihwe might be able to overome | as well as spurious artifats that our system anadd to the data. Muh of the art of support-sientisting omes in reognizing whatis and isn't worthwhile to pursue; that it remains perpetually enthralling arises fromthe ever-shifting state of the orrelator, experiments, and the set of behaviors theirinteration spawns ({App.1.g). Some basi guide-lines:� loss more than one station, or loss of a vital station (e.g., Ef/Gb/Jb1/Wbarr foran experiment requiring sensitivity, Sh for an experiment requiring the longestbaselines). Obviously, reorrelation isn't useful if, for example, a station withbad playbak has other problems preluding useful data (e.g., it was stowedfor high winds, the exp.sum �le from shed shows that soures were below thehorizon). 15



� generi playbak problems, if exatly repeatable on di�erent playbak units, areprobably are intrinsi to the reorded media. Tapes in this instane were trikierthan disks, sine it's not out of the realm of experiene for the same tape-passto play signi�antly di�erently on two units, or even twie on the same unit.Some station units may have lower weights (on some hannels) for all stations| this is usually a sign of a malfuntioning board or onnetion between boardsand the bakplane.� sometimes entire sans may be missed, for various reasons. These need to bepiked up in reorrelation (one of the prime reasons for next-day heking of theprevious day's orrelation, and keeping a running list of remaining sans to beorrelated | muh redued hane of something inadvertently being overlooked,and easier to reorrelate while the experiment's media are still mounted).� Diagonal weights ({App.1.g.i.) an our in experiments that use 16MHz sub-bands. Typially, the fringes to the a�eted station atually disappear beforethe onset of the harateristi diagonal weight signature | make sure that DW'shave been re-done, and than any neessary preeding san(s) were inluded inthe re-do.� The last san may not have been fully ompleted. In some ases, you may beable to intuit this problem from the weight plot (e.g., an established pattern ofphase-referening san lengths seems to be broken), but in some ases this willnot be pereptible (time missed due to premature ending is too small a frationof the overall job length). If you have suspiions, the quikest way to hekis to look at last suessfully reorded integration for the sub-job in the job'sdata handler.log (xApp.1.f.i).� Ghost-data termination ({App.1.g.i.�). This an be reognized from the weightplots as an event in whih more than one station has 0-weight starting (orending) at the same time. This is aused by a orrelator bug in whih thelak of data from one station an knok out the data for another station. Thelassi GDT event ours after one station has left the array, never to return (onthe basis of sans seleted for this subjob); for a while orrelator will ontinueto output data for it (the \Ghost data" e�et | {App.1.g.i.Æ), but this willeventually ease (�7-12min). When it does, another station's weight may alsogo to 0 at the same time. An alternate version of the GDT problem ours atthe beginning of a subjob, when some station doesn't partiipate in the arrayfrom the very beginning. Here, another station's weight may be stuk at 0 untilthe time the \late" station ome into the array, at whih time its weight will alsojump up. The solution is to reorrelate, being more areful in the san-rangeseletion to avoid subjobs whose beginning or end miss a station.
16



2. Making the Measurement Set(s).a. Setting up the Working Disk, Neessary Filesi | If you haven't already done so during lok searhing, you'll need to reate aworking diretory for the experiment on E3 (PCInt). To log onto PCInt, use ssh -X-l jops eee.jivepi.nfra.nl. The \eee" mahine is something that will put youonto one of the PCInt nodes. The data diretories have mount points of the form/data/NM /, where N is (urrently) in the range 0! 5 and M is 0! 1. If you havesome problem with the eee address, you ould alway log diretly onto a node, themost typial way being ore-N -m.jivepi.nfra.nl, where N refers to the same0{5 range for the data diretory mount points. In the past, some post-orrelationsteps have gone quiker when you log onto ore-N-m, where N is the same as themount point where your data lives.Log-in as jops, and reate a diretory for the experiment on a mount point/data/Nm/your-ID/EXP. Some mount points are being used for additional pur-poses, so you an run df -h | grep data to judge where there will be enoughroom for the experiment's data during the FITS-reation stage | you generallyshouldn't need more than �2.5 times the spae taken up by the output orrelatorjobs. your-ID an be your name, initials, et., whih really only serves to iden-tify who \owns" the experiments that live in subdiretories under this path, whihmakes the subsequent housekeeping ({5) easier to administer. d to this diretory.ii | One the experiment has been ompleted, a opy of the over-letter tem-plate (f. {4.b) and an experiment \summary" should live on �jops/pilettersas exp.piletter and exp.expsum respetively (for jops logged into \upstairs" ma-hines, not sops, juw36, nor PCInt). This expsum-�le is useful in pipelining (f.{6) to see whih soures are private, and hene whose plots and post-SPLIT FITS�les reeive password-protetion. Complain to me if these don't exist when youneed them.iii | sp the exp.lis �le(s) over. j2ms2 will use one of these �les in making eahMeasurement Set, inluding all subjobs whose lines begin with \+" and exludingthose whose lines begin with \{". The name of the \top-level" VEX �le to use(f. {2..ii) and the name of the output Measurement Set to make are in the �rstline of the lis-�le. In most ases where you need multiple lis-�les, there shouldbe a di�erent top-level VEX �le and a di�erent output Measurement Set in eah.There may also be reasons to make a separate Measurement Set for eah mode ina multi-mode shedule (e.g., a multi-soure spetral-line experiment with di�erentDoppler-shifts for eah soure) if the PI wants. As touhed on below ({3.h.iii),multi-mode Measurement Sets also urrently pose problems for standard plots. Ifyou run j2ms2 with the name of an existing Measurement Set, it will append datato that one, whih is useful in some irumstanes but de�nitely not in others(espeially if you wind up \mixing" di�erent top-level VEX �les into the same MS).17



One the exp.lis �le(s) are just as you want them, it's time to move on toproessing the atual data themselves.b. getdata.plgetdata.pl is a perl-sript that automates the retrieval of orrelator jobs. Thesyntax is: getdata.pl -proj EXP -lis exp.lisYou will �rst have to supply the jops password when prompted (don't inludepasswords in sripts you may make to run getdata.pl. The sreen ehos \Ig-noring - line-text..." for eah line in the exp.lis not having a \+" as the �rst(non-spae) harater, and then the data from the \good" jobs begin to ow. Thesreen ehos all the �les that are being pulled aross.i| getdata.pl gets jobs rather than subjobs, so it will get all subjobs of a multiple-subjob job even if only some of them are in the lis-�le. Other than taking up alittle more disk spae, this has no impat on subsequent steps. If a job already existson the working disk, getdata.pl is smart enough to skip over it and not waste timegetting it again, writing \Skipping JobID" to sreen (thus there's no penalty forhaving the same subjob listed multiple times with di�erent san ranges).ii | For experiments needing multiple VEX �les, remember to use multiple lis-�les and to make sure the VEX �le and Measurement Set names are orret in the�rst line of eah of your lis-�les. getdata.pl will automatially pull over the VEX�le mentioned in the �rst line of the lis-�le. This will later be needed as the \top-level" VEX �le by j2ms2 (f. {2..ii). The prinipal reasons for requiring multipletop-level VEX �les involve orrelation runs using di�erent subsets of the sheduledSB/pols | ontinuum/line, orrelation by individual SB to provide higher Nlag,et.iii | Behind the Senes: getdata.plWhen pulling over the spei�ed orrelator jobs, getdata.pl also splits a longomment line in the output VEX �les (the 6th line, showing the ommand-linesyntax for the older version of prep job, f. {2..ii). Without this operation ineah output VEX �le, j2ms2 would fail, produing a \string too long at line` " error message (but without expliitly mentioned the �le in the warning). Thisused to be aomplished via running a separate perl-sript: fixvex.pl */*.vex.
18



. j2ms2j2ms2 onverts orrelated data into a Measurement Set. The syntax you wouldmost likely use is:j2ms2 -v exp.lisThis will use the spei�ed lis-�le to obtain the name of the top-level VEX �leand resulting Measurement Set, and to ontrol what subjobs ontribute to the MS,using the san-range heking desribed above (f. {1.e.i). In all ases, data attimes outside of sans will not go into the MS. If for some reason, you don't wantthe san-range heking, replae the -v in front of the lis-�le with -V.A single experiment that requires more than one MS will need a separate j2ms2run for eah lis-�le, whih will result in separate MSs if the lis-�les have di�erentoutput-MS names in their �rst lines. All of the subsequent operations in {3{6should also be performed for eah MS and resulting FITS �les.
j2ms2: Version of Tuesday 29 May 2007/11:50:50 begins

JIVEMSFiller: Adding GhostBusterFilter []
VEXperiment − Using VEXfile=eb032c.geod.vix
************ Experiment EB032C ************
Output is placed in: tst.ms
Data is written in the MS in the frequency domain

readCorrelatorSetup: ’/data/31/rmc/EB032C/707121059/EB032C_707121059.vex’
readCorrelatorSetup: Skipping unknown  validity_mode = local
readCorrelatorSetup: Skipping unknown  feature_bits = 
                                                                                
===> Find: Scan No0002 (#2): 1727+453/geodetic ** 17−Jun−2007/07:03:36
     Corr: Nf 32/Ti 2s/P [rr,ll,]/ABsw v. 2.0/BOCF 32Hz

FrequencyConfig: ‘geodetic’ (#0) recorded [rl]
     [#0: 8 MHz, from 6.61299 GHz, LSB (VEX channels: <0:r><1:l>)]
     [#1: 8 MHz, from 6.62099 GHz, USB (VEX channels: <2:r><3:l>)]
     [#2: 8 MHz, from 6.63299 GHz, LSB (VEX channels: <4:r><5:l>)]
     [#3: 8 MHz, from 6.64099 GHz, USB (VEX channels: <6:r><7:l>)]
     [#4: 8 MHz, from 6.65699 GHz, LSB (VEX channels: <8:r><9:l>)]
     [#5: 8 MHz, from 6.66499 GHz, USB (VEX channels: <10:r><11:l>)]
     [#6: 8 MHz, from 6.68299 GHz, LSB (VEX channels: <12:r><13:l>)]
     [#7: 8 MHz, from 6.69099 GHz, USB (VEX channels: <14:r><15:l>)]

Tue Aug 28 12:58:16 2007      WARN MeasIERS::fillMeas(MeasIERS::Files, Double) (file /data/00/casa−devel/casa/code/measures/implemen
t/Measures/MeasIERS.cc, line 94):
Requested JD54268.3 is outside the IERS table data range
Calculations will proceed with less precision

Tue Aug 28 12:58:16 2007      WARN MeasTable::dUT1(Double) (file /data/00/casa−devel/casa/code/measures/implement/Measures/MeasTable
.cc, line 6437):
No requested dUT1 data available from IERS tables. 
Proceeding with probably less precision.

                                                                                
===> Finding visibilities without a Scan [not writing ’m]
                                                                                
===> Find: Scan No0003 (#3): 1740+521/geodetic ** 17−Jun−2007/07:05:24
     Corr: Nf 32/Ti 2s/P [rr,ll,]/ABsw v. 2.0/BOCF 32Hz

FrequencyConfig: ‘geodetic’ (#0) recorded [rl]
     [#0: 8 MHz, from 6.61299 GHz, LSB (VEX channels: <0:r><1:l>)]
     [#1: 8 MHz, from 6.62099 GHz, USB (VEX channels: <2:r><3:l>)]
     [#2: 8 MHz, from 6.63299 GHz, LSB (VEX channels: <4:r><5:l>)]
.
.
.
.
===> Find: Scan No0005 (#5): 1800+782/geodetic ** 17−Jun−2007/07:09:24
     Corr: Nf 32/Ti 2s/P [rr,ll,]/ABsw v. 2.0/BOCF 32Hz

FrequencyConfig: ‘geodetic’ (#0) recorded [rl]
     [#0: 8 MHz, from 6.61299 GHz, LSB (VEX channels: <0:r><1:l>)]
     [#1: 8 MHz, from 6.62099 GHz, USB (VEX channels: <2:r><3:l>)]
     [#2: 8 MHz, from 6.63299 GHz, LSB (VEX channels: <4:r><5:l>)]
     [#3: 8 MHz, from 6.64099 GHz, USB (VEX channels: <6:r><7:l>)]
     [#4: 8 MHz, from 6.65699 GHz, LSB (VEX channels: <8:r><9:l>)]
     [#5: 8 MHz, from 6.66499 GHz, USB (VEX channels: <10:r><11:l>)]
     [#6: 8 MHz, from 6.68299 GHz, LSB (VEX channels: <12:r><13:l>)]
     [#7: 8 MHz, from 6.69099 GHz, USB (VEX channels: <14:r><15:l>)]

                                                                                
Translated @ 1.71056 Mbytes/s

−−−−−−−−====== Summary ======−−−−−−
ToMS:            12600
Filt:                0
NoSCN:           14616
OOSubjobRNG:      4872Listing 4: j2ms2 output (from EB032C).Listing 4 shows an example of what you'd see on the sreen as j2ms2 runs.It begins by mentioning the j2ms2 version and the top-level VEX �le it uses, and19



gives the name and domain (i.e., frequeny or time) of the output Measurement Set.j2ms2 then starts in on onverting the data in the orrelator output, san-by-san.During the proess of data onversion, it lists the san that it's urrently working on,together with the relevant soure, mode, start-time, and some basi frequeny set-up information derived from the VEX �le. Together with the vexsum.pl output, thisprovides a way of traking progress as it runs. When run in the standard fashion asabove, the san number reported by j2ms2 mathes the san-name's \number" fromthe VEX �le. The desription of the orrelator parameters (Nfrq, tint, polarizations)lets you hek whether there was some problem in the orrelation (whih of ourse,you would have most likely already found from showlog). More information aboutthe frequeny/polarization set up of the san follows; this provides the means tohek that you're using the proper top-level VEX �le | if you've used the wrongVEX �le in the �rst line of the exp.lis you will see unexpeted information here(and get wrong frequeny information in the MS). It's also possible that j2ms2 willrefuse to run, should Nsb in the top-level VEX �le be inonsistent with what it �ndsin the orrelator output. You're provided a running total of the number of rowsreated in the Measurement Set (not shown in the hard opy in Listing 5). When anew san begins, you see the information for it. If there is a gap in the experiment orj2ms2 enounters sans whih you ruled out via the san-range heking in the lis-�le, you will see the \Finding visibilities without a San" message. When asubjob is ompleted, you see a summary of the number of visibilities written to theMS, �ltered (mostly ghost data, f. {App.1.g.i.Æ), outside of sans (i.e., in gaps),and outside of the lis-�le spei�ed san ranges. Sine the exp.lis is (or shouldhave been...) in san order, the resulting Measurement Set will be in time order.i | A more manual way of running j2ms2 is:j2ms2 f-d timeg -o MSname jobID/subjobIDHere, the \-d time" is inluded to make a lag-based MS, otherwise the defaultfrequeny-based MS results. The \-o" parameter ontrols the name of the MSprodued. Multiple j2ms2 runs using this format with the same MS name will on-tinue building up the MS by appending the data for the urrently-spei�ed subjobat the end. In this usage, the top-level VEX �le must have a name dirname.vix,where \dirname" is the name of the working diretory (i.e., easiest if the orrelatorjobs live in, the MS goes to, and j2ms2 is run from the same diretory) | usuallydirname = EXP. Failure to have this name math results in a rypti \Aargh -... [StdExeption: Experiment is not COF.℄ (j2ms2.:804)" error rightat the beginning of the j2ms2 run. If you have to juggle multiple top-level VEX�les in this approah, it's best to ftp them all to your working diretory on E3,and p the appropriate one to dirname.vix just before running j2ms2 (espeiallyuseful if you have a shell-sript of several of these single-subjob j2ms2 runs). Ofourse, the intent of driving prodution via the lis-�le shields you fromall this ompliation. 20



3. Operations on the Measurement Set(s).Measurement Set ops usually our in the aips++ environment. Runglish f-l logger.ggand wait for the \-" prompt. The \-l logger.g" option starts a GUI dialogue-box with logging information. Without the \-l logger.g", some of the logginginformation would go diretly to the terminal. Depending on what you're doing,either may be preferable.There are a ouple triks that may make your experiene more enjoyable:Æ make your xterm wider | glish funtion alls an go from line to line, butone you're on the seond line you an't get bak to the �rst (say to bakspaeover a mistake), and even on the seond line bakspaing is annoying (2nd linereprinted for eah bakspae).Æ before starting glish, hek the tty in the xterm you're working in, in ase you'llneed to safely kill it (& not someone else's) from another xterm. On PCInt, thisreally hasn't been a problem anymore.Æ Ctrl-a & Ctrl-e bring you bak to the beginning and end of the line respe-tively. Up-arrow retrieves the history of ommands; the well-planned sessionwill involve mostly Up-arrows and minor editing of previous ommands.Basi Measurement Set arhiteture to keep in mind:� the main table omprises a set of rows. Eah row ontains 2 stations (autoorre-lation: both stations the same), a time, a data array with dimensions Npol�N�(or Nlag for a time-based MS), a weight vetor with dimensions of Npol, andvarious pointers to sub-tables that allow one to �gure out:Æ what frequenies orrespond to the di�erent N� frequeny points, what thenet sideband is, et. (the DATA DESCRIPTION & SPECTRAL WINDOW tables)Æ what the polarization mapping is for the Npol entries in the DATA olumn(the DATA DESCRIPTION & POLARIZATION tables)Æ what soure is being observed (the FIELD table)Æ information about the stations (the ANTENNA table)Æ information about the job from whih the row ame (the PROCESSOR table).� any olumn from the main or sub-tables an be read into variables in glish, aninterative/sripting language that has some of the features of FORTRAN, C,IDL, and pasal, inluding support for pgplot.When you run a \program" in glish, you're atually alling funtions by passing aommand-line of parameters. Most muh-used funtions are automatially loadedwhenever you start glish (as user jops). Other funtions have to be expliitly loadedvia the inlude 'FUNCTname.g' ommand. The expeted syntax and default21



values an be seen by simply typing the funtion name without any arguments (ifyou get just F bak, then the funtion isn't loaded). You an pass parameters tothe funtion aording to the syntax returned; if you follow the parameter order,then you don't have to supply the parameter names. Unsupplied parameters revertto their default values. You an omit some parameters, but then the �rst one (andall subsequent ones) you do supply after the omission requires a name. The sameapplies if you inlude a parameter out of order. Some examples for a �titiousfuntion (here, p means good syntax, � means bad syntax):full syntax: funt(MSname, weight=0.2, outfile=' ', live=T)p funt('MyMS.ms', 0.4, 'file.out', F)p funt('MyMS.ms', 0.4, 'file.out') | live stays T� funt('MyMS.ms', 'file.out') | weight omitted, outfile parametername not spei�ed | will try to assign \�le.out" to the parameter weight,whih may have adverse onsequenes depending on how arefully the fun-tion heks for expeted variable type, et.p funt('MyMS.ms', outfile='file.out')� funt('MyMS.ms', outfile='file.out', F) | one outfile spei�ed,all subsequent parameter names also need to be givenp funt('MyMS.ms', outfile='file.out', live=F)p funt(live=T, weight=0.2, MSname='MyMS.ms', outfile='file.out')| order doesn't matter if all names givenGenerally, it's muh less typing if you get in the habit of entering the parameters inorder. Most funtions have been tailored to have at least a fairly reasonable order.Funtions return a single \thing" (integer, string, reord, et.). If the funtionisn't assigned to a variable (using a := funtion(parameters)), then the return goesto the sreen (whih may or may not be desired). glish doesn't remember internalvariables in funtions one the funtion returns (unlike, say, IDL does).A quik way to get a summary of what's in your MS (stations, soures, frequenyset-up) is with the mssum funtion: mssum('MSname'). Listing 5 shows theresult for EZ015 (a single-mode experiment).
− mssum(’ez015.ms’)
 Antenna ID 0 is Ef EFLSBERG         Source ID 0 is 487
 Antenna ID 1 is Mc MEDICINA         Source ID 1 is 515
 Antenna ID 2 is Wb WSTRBORK         Source ID 2 is 947
 Antenna ID 3 is On ONSALA85         Source ID 3 is 0234+285
 Antenna ID 4 is Tr TORUN            Source ID 4 is J0801+4401
 Antenna ID 5 is Nt NOTO             Source ID 5 is J0808+4950
 Antenna ID 6 is Jb JODRELL1         Source ID 6 is 4C39.25
                                     Source ID 7 is J0932+5306

 Subband 0:  8.00 MHz @ 1.63061 GHz / 64 fp (LSB) [RR LL RL LR]
 Subband 1:  8.00 MHz @ 1.63849 GHz / 64 fp (USB) [RR LL RL LR]
 Subband 2:  8.00 MHz @ 1.64661 GHz / 64 fp (LSB) [RR LL RL LR]
 Subband 3:  8.00 MHz @ 1.65449 GHz / 64 fp (USB) [RR LL RL LR]
 Subband 4:  8.00 MHz @ 1.66261 GHz / 64 fp (LSB) [RR LL RL LR]
 Subband 5:  8.00 MHz @ 1.67049 GHz / 64 fp (USB) [RR LL RL LR]
 Subband 6:  8.00 MHz @ 1.67861 GHz / 64 fp (LSB) [RR LL RL LR]
 Subband 7:  8.00 MHz @ 1.68649 GHz / 64 fp (USB) [RR LL RL LR]
T 
− Listing 5: mssum output (from ez015.ms).22



�
1. fsan�x.gg sanfix.g has a long history as a utility to �x up various thingsin the MS. By now, developments in j2ms2 have rendered these orretions mootin normal irumstanes. We've reently ome aross an instane in whih data ingaps were not properly exised in an e-VLBI experiment. Some bakground in this:Æ j2ms2 omits data oming o� the orrelator for stations at times in whih thestation isn't partiipating in a san (whih inlude all stations in gaps). How-ever, e-VLBI needs to see no gaps in the inoming data. One way to handlethis is to make sure the VEX�le used to ontrol the orrelation has its sansextended to run up to the start time of the following san. The stations observebased on the original shedule with gaps.Æ The apparent gap-less $SCHED setion of the VEX�le propagates into the outputvex�les, thus j2ms2 has no way of seeing that there are indeed gaps from thestations' point of view. Thus all the periods when the stations are o� souremake it through into the MS, and hene the FITS �le.Æ sanfix.g, given the original exp.skd �le, ould ag the data in the MS or-responding to times in gaps. Subsequent proessing steps wouldn't use them(exept urrently standardplots). The data would go into the FITS �les, butwith negative weights.So until a �x at the orrelation-ontrol stage is enated, the following step willexise the data in gaps manually for e-VLBI observations:inlude 'sanfix.g'sanfix('MSname', 'SKDname', evlbi=T)where the SKDname refers to the original skd-�le. You an sp this from C3 at/s/var/log2vex/logexp date/EXP yymmdd/exp.skdor from vlbeer as user evn at vlbi arh/monYY /.latest/exp.skd(The yymmdd refers to the observing date | the initial day for experiments thatross day boundaries; f. {4. for where to get this date.)a. fj�ltgjfilt (run at the linux prompt outside glish) ombines multiple orrelationpasses. The prinipal appliation is in experiments that have more than 16 stationsat any given time, whih require (at least) three orrelator passes to omplete,with eah pass involving a di�erent subset of stations. There are a ouple MS-onditioning triks that we've piked up in the two experiments that have requiredjfilt, but I've never gotten around to doumenting these (they relate to ensuringthe integration epohs in the di�erent pre-jfilt MSs are ompatible & adjustingthem bak afterwards, and to ensuring the appropriate data gets through jfilt'sseletion riteria, e.g., exising diagonal weights that fall in periods also havingsynh loss). We haven't had a > 16-station experiment sine the Nov'03 session, soI'll refrain from further disussion here | jfilt has yet to be attempted on PCInt.23



b. fduptim.ggAdd setion about duptim: what it heks/why/et. e-mail = tem-plate. fpolag.ggpolflag.g takes are of ases where a station reords a single polarization intoboth pols in a dual-pol experiment | most typially On & Ur having only LCP atK-band (and in the past, Sh having only LCP at L-band). The syntax is:polflag('MSname', antenna, subband, pol, san)where antenna is the a�eted station (passed as an antenna-ID integer), and polan be 'L', 'R', or 'C' (this is to speify the unreorded polarization). polflag.gan handle only one antenna at a time (advertized as a safety feature, but really tomake the oding more straightforward in handling the e�ets of baseline order forross-pols). New seletion riteria inlude subband and san; the need for this extra�ltering has ome up in spei� experiments. Currently, san an be only a singlesan, passed by san-number.polflag.g will ag both the parallel- and ross-hand Stokes visibilities asso-iated with pol on all baselines & autoorrelations involving antenna, taking intoaount the \baseline order" for the ross-pols, if there are any. Therefore, if astation reorded only LCP, then the pol parameter should be 'R'. There's alsoa speial possibility pol='C', whih will ag both ross-pols but neither parallel-hand pols for baselines involving antenna. The rationale behind this option washandling ases in whih antenna reorded linear polarizations (while everyone elsehad irular pols).
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d. 2-bit van Vlek CorretionThe orrelator always works in a 2-bit mode (for 1-bit data, the \magnitude"bit in eah sample is set to 1). The orrelator now outputs (lag-based) orrelationfuntions for a baseline/autoorrelation without any orretion for the partiipat-ing stations' \sampler statistis": the distribution of magnitude (high/low) andsign (+/{) bits. The distribution of the magnitude bits in partiular an make anotieable di�erene to the magnitude of the orrelation funtion. With the or-relator's urrent output, the amplitude of the entral lag of an autoorrelation isdiretly proportional to the fration of high-bits (hereafter fh) | unity autoor-relation amplitude orresponds to fh = 0:364. Of ourse, for fh 6= 0:364, the raworrelator output has the intrinsially nonsensial result of non-unity autoorrela-tion peaks. The amplitude on baselines an likewise be a�eted as a funtion of thefh of the two partiipating stations' data streams. The program 2bitVV omputesthe appropriate 2-bit van Vlek orretion for eah visibility in the MS as desribedbelow.i | First, however, we an use the linear relationship between the autoorrelationpeak amplitude and fh to provide feedbak to the stations. 2bitVV an orret theamplitudes of the orrelation funtions in the MS, but if fh is signi�antly di�erentfrom our ideal 0.364, there will be an irreoverable loss of sensitivity; in the extremease, fh = 1 would be the same as 1-bit reording. Near-zero fh are potentiallyeven worse in terms of SNR. So it's in the EVN's advantage if the stations ouldset the BBC attenuators on their VCs/BBCs suh that fh ' 0:364.The autoorrelation-amplitude plots generated by the daily ron-job (f. {1.d)provide this information, without the saling to fh. There is a type of plot in tplotthat diretly shows fh (plotted as %, with a �xed y-axis range of �1% � fh �101%). The most diret way to obtain this is:a := readms('MSname', auto=T, firsttime='yyyy/doy/hh:mm:ss', dur=�t)tplot(a, type='samp', yplot=Nsta,xplot=Nsb,multisub=F, outfile='PLOT�lename')In readms, the parameters firsttime & dur an be used to read in only part ofthe MS by time (�t minutes starting from firsttime | f. {3.j.i). Espeiallyfor experiments with short tint, it would be faster to plot a few instanes of a fewminutes than the whole experiment. The parameter auto=T limits the MS-readto only autoorrelations. In the tplot all, only the parallel-hand polarizationsare used (ross-pol orrelations are treated as ordinary baselines in the orrelator).Parameters in tplot not previously disussed inlude:Æ multisub=F makes separate plots for eah SB; this makes it easier to seewhih (if any) SB/pol has problemati fh without having to worry aboutthe olor-sheme (in these plots, red=LCP, blue=RCP).Æ Depending on whih of Nsta or Nsb is larger, you may want to use land-sape=T (default is to make a portrait postsript �le). Typially, xplot=825



doesn't look good in portrait. You an always put yplot< Nsta, and theoutput �le will span >1 page.Æ An entry for outfile= puts the plot to the spei�ed (postsript) �le. Ifoutfile isn't spei�ed, the plot goes to the sreen. When you're puttingthe plot to a terminal run from a linux mahine, the olors an di�er fromwhat they would be in the postsript �le (& on sreen in a unix mahine).The \save" button on the widget doesn't seem to work.The mapping between SB/pol on the plots and BBC at the stations an be �guredout from the $FREQ setion in the top-level VEX �le. This may di�er from stationto station, depending on the type of reorder used. The 'samp' plots do not do thereverse-FFT bak to lag spae to alulate fh, but rather make use of the propertythat the integral of a funtion (the real freq-spae autoorrelation bandpass) over all! is equal to the value of its transform at the origin (the lag-spae autoorrelationpeak). It sums the real over all frequeny points to approximate the integral overall !.ii | 2bitVV2bitVV (run at the linux prompt outside glish) applies the 2-bit van Vlekorretion to the MS in-plae. Unlike other programs in the setion that ag data,2bitVV atually hanges the visibility data. If for some reason it fails in the middleof a run, don't just restart it on the same (partially-orreted) MS. The hoies areto remake the MS or to revert to a previously saved pristine opy of the MS via p-r MSname MSnameORIG). Now that 2bitVV is done outside glish, the hanes ofenountering a problem during running is low enough it's probably not worth thetime/e�ort to save a pristine opy of the MS prior to running 2bitVV.The syntax is:2bitVV f-H fhming f-W wming MSnameHere, the optional parameters -H & -W provide the means to ag data for whihthe proess of omputing the 2-bit van Vlek orretion would likely be suspet:defaults are fhmin = 0:01 and wmin = 0:1 (below the weight ut-o� used for mostother reasons). These parameters ontrol \targeting" individual integrations in anautoorrelation BBC (SB/parallel-hand pol). Any integration for a baseline SB/polin whih a targeted autoorrelation BBC partiipates is in turn targeted. Any suhtargeted visibility has its weight set negative in the MS, whih will follow into theFITS �le. You might be able to use insights gained through plots from {3.d.i toadjust fhmin if neessary.e. �xfbsfixfbs (run at the linux prompt outside glish) applies a post-orrelation orre-tion for the phase-slope error aross the band resulting from the frational bit-shift,26



whih is most notieable near times of zero delay-rate. Here, the slowly hangingresidual delay error, aused by the di�erene between the (disontinuous quantized)integral-lag delay by whih the two bit-streams an be adjusted with respet to eahother and the atual ontinuous �(t) geometri model, results in the phase slopeaross the band pivoting about the entral frequeny point. This ould a�et es-timation of delays in fringe-�tting and reate sawtoothy plots of vetor-averagedamp(t). As long as the vetor-averaging takes plae over a range of frequenypoints symmetri about the enter, the phase(t) plot should remain less a�etedsine the pivoting takes plae about the entral frequeny point. However, for over-sampled data, the pivoting appears to take plae 1=(2 os) into the band, where osis the oversampling fator. Figure 4 shows before/after amp(t) plots for a subset ofN06M2.

Figure 4: amp(t) plots before (left) and after (right) fixfbs (from N06M2).i | For safety's sake, it might be prudent to make a opy of your MS at this point(via p -r MSname MSname0). fixfbs has been tested relatively thoroughly, butthere are some kinds of experiments it hasn't seen. Like 2bitVV, this is the kindof program that would not reover well from stopping part-way through. It's also27



important to remember to run fixfbs only one per MS; the modi�ations it makesin suessive runs would be umulative | the �rst time �xes the FBS, a seond runwould add bak in the FBS error with the opposite sign, a third run would doublethat, et.ii|The syntax for fixfbs is straightforward, with a slight ompliation (urrently)in the formatting of the MS name:fixfbs ./MSnameThe \./" is urrently required, and there should be no trailing \/" at the endof the MS name (as would our should you use tab-ompletion half-way throughMSname). Like fixuvw.g & plyflg.g, fixfbs urrently requires the jobs to be ondisk, sine it �nds the a priori model polys �les there.iii | If you have saved the pre-orreted MS, you an use movie.g to omparethe before/after phase aross the band in animations. The syntax (without deeperexplanation) is:a := readdata('MSname', Ant1, Ant2, firsttime='yyyy/doy/hh:mm:ss',dur=�t)movie(a, N sb, M pol, 'phas', weight=0.2, wait=30, plotline=F)Here, Ant1 & Ant2 are the index numbers for the two stations (e.g., 0,3 or 1,2 forthe a�eted baselines in �gure 4). The time-range is most quikly spei�ed with thefirsttime and dur parameters (�t in units of minutes | f. {3.j.i). movie.g willopen a pgplot widget, and show the phase aross the band for eah integration ofthe seleted subband/polarization, spei�ed by the subband & pol indies. You anlik on the done button when the animation is over. A subsequent run will openanother pgplot widget, whether you've dismissed the previous one with done ornot. The wait parameter ontrols how quikly the animation-refresh ours; largernumbers lead to slower animations.f. �xuvw.gfixuvw.g orrets values for the UVW oordinates in the MS to be onsis-tent with the a priori model used during orrelation. To do this, it uses UVWpolynomials written to the polys �les in a way omparable to the delay and phasemodel polynomials. These UVW overwrite the existing ones, so there's no dangerto multiple runs. This is run in glish:fixuvw('MSname')Like fixfbs & plyflg.g, fixuvw.g urrently requires the jobs to be on disk, sinethat is where the polys �les live. 28



g. fplyg.ggplyflg.g ags time ranges where the a priori orrelator models lead to knownproblems for the output data. Currently (orrelating in loal validity), the onlyappliable situation is when an a priori delay-rate on a baseline is lose enough tozero that the phase-al tones at the two stations orrelate with eah other, ausingbrief spikes in the bandpass orresponding to frequeny points where the phase-altones lie. This only needs to be run for stations that have phase-al on, whih an beheked from plots of the autoorrelation real(�). If the experiment isn't spetralline, you may not have enough resolution to tell for sure; there may be higher-lag orrelations from the lok-searhing (plots should be in the yellow experimentfolder).The �rst sub-paragraph disusses plyreon.g, whih an be used to get a feelfor where suh model-based aggable events may lie | this is fast beause it doesn'tread the MS to see what data atually exists. The seond sub-paragraph gives somebasi funtions you an use to investigate the time-range found by plyreon.g. Thethird sub-paragraph disusses agging the MS for real with plyflg.g.i | As a �rst step, you an run plyreon.g to get an easier-to-read summary oftime-ranges that \should" have events to ag. One bak in glish after ompleting2bitVV, run plyreon.g for standard DR�0 agging:plyreon('MSname', 'OUTPUT�lename')Here, OUTPUT�lename will hold the summary of events it found to ag | a list oftime-ranges per baseline, sorted in roughly time-order (atual sort = by job). If theexperiment used Wb single dish (not fed through the adding box), also inlude theparameter WBarr=F. If you have a subset of stations whih you know did not havephase-al on, you an also inlude noDR=['Sta1', 'Sta2',....℄, where Stai arethe two-letter station abbreviations of the stations without phase-als. An extratfrom output for GP042 looks like:
** From job 505102134 **
Br−Kp
   Rate event #01:  063/04:49:01.000 − 063/04:50:36.000

** From job 505102204 **

** From job 505102346 **
Cm−Ef
   Rate event #01:  063/05:54:12.000 − 063/05:57:00.000
   Rate event #02:  063/05:58:08.000 − 063/06:07:17.000

Jb−Sc
   Rate event #01:  063/05:59:10.000 − 063/05:59:51.500Listing 6: plyreon.g output (from GP042).There is a further parameter (minwrap) to ontrol the extent of agging per DR�0event. It might be useful to redue this from its default of 4 for experiments withlow tint. The subparagraph below desribes how to hek whether the time-ranges29



found by plyreon.g are appropriate. There are even further apabilities to agfringe-rate harmonis (so far only needed twie for Jb1) and/or delay-based eventwhere tape(disk)-frame headers orrelate with eah other (ourring for Mk4{Mk4baselines under global-validity, whih we urrently don't use). We won't go intothese here; see the Operational Impat of Delay/Rate Problems guide on the JIVEhow-to wiki.Sine every advantage has its disadvantage, the downside of the speed gained bynot reading the full MS data is that plyreon.g depends entirely on the polynomialmodels. These are omputed during the job-preparation stage and last over theentire time-range seleted for orrelation. If the job stopped earlier than this, thepolynomial models would last longer than do the data from that job. If yourexperiment has lots of jobs that were trunated before �nishing or otherwise hadpart of their initial duration re-done, then there may be some dupliation in theplyreon.g output. As an example, if the �rst job was run trying the entireexperiment, but then a seond job had to be re-orrelated over the 2nd half of theexperiment, then any event found by plyreon.g in the 2nd half of the experimentwill be listed twie (one in eah of the two jobs). If you prepared the lis-�leorretly, there would not be suh dupliation in the data themselves.ii | plyreon.g only uses the a priori model polynomial �les assoiated with eahjob/station; it makes no attempt to hek whether there are atually any data inthe MS orresponding to the full time ranges found. If you want, you an alway plotthe time-ranges orresponding to these events (say, if you're unsure whether somestations really do have phase-al on or not, or if you want to investigate �ne-tuningthe minwrap parameter). The steps for doing this (in glish) inlude:mssum('MSname') | hek the antenna numbers for your stationsa := readms('MSname', F,Ant,Bsln, firsttime='yyyy/doy/hh:mm:ss',dur=�t)tplot(a, F,F,F,F,[1,2℄, 'amp', yplot=2,xplot=1)For more syntax about these glish funtions used here, see the disussion in {3.j.Note that you don't have to \inlude" these funtions, as they are automatiallyloaded upon starting glish (if logged in as user jops). Briey, in readms, Ant &Bsln, here integral antenna-numbers mathing the return of mssum (2-letter stationabbreviations are also allowed), funtion as ANTENNA & BASELINE in lassi AIPS,respetively (the �rst F would be used for passing an array of stations, from whihall possible baselines/autoorrelations would be formed | this is usually the wayreadms is alled). They an be single stations or a vetor of stations, passed byantenna number. The firsttime & dur parameters ontrol the time-range readin from the MS; these an be set to a few minutes before the beginning and a fewminutes after the end of the plyreon.g time-range to investigate (units of �t areminutes; f. {3.j.i). The ombination of these two is to read in dur minutes of30



data following the time in firsttime. In tplot, the 4 F's orrespond to antenna,baseline, subband, and fg (frequeny group). Their being F's denote use all data(the seletion was done in reading the data into the variable with readms. The nextparameter is pol | here only the two parallel-hands (if not a ross-pol experiment,this an also be F). yplot and xplot ontrol the layout of plots on a page; if plottingmore than 1 or 2 baselines, you'll want to supply appropriate numbers here. Thedefault weight ut-o� for suh amp(t) plots is 0.2, whih suÆe in almost all ases(otherwise you ould also inlude a weight=w parameter. By default, all SBs/polswill be ombined into a single plot per baseline, olor oded following the shemein {3.j.i (Table 2).iii|One you're happy with any plyreon.g investigations, you an run plyflg.gfor standard DR�0 agging:plyflg('MSname', 'OUTPUT�lename')Here, OUTPUT�lename will hold the list of MS-rows agged, with eah visibilityon a separate line (inluding the baseline, integration epoh, and value of the DR).There is an undo option, if neessary (by default, undo=F, to undo the plyflg ag-ging, inlude undo=T in the parameter list). There are additional parameters similarto plyreon.g: noDR, minwrap, parameters for agging phase-rate harmonis, andparameters for agging Mk4{Mk4 delay events for global-validity orrelations. Likefixfbs & fixuvw.g, plyreon.g and plyflg.g urrently require the jobs to be ondisk, sine that is where the polys �les live.
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h. standardplots.gstandardplots.g makes a set of CBD-approved plots, whose existene oÆiallypermits us have our poliy of automati tape/disk release a ouple weeks afterdistribution of the experiment to the PI. In other words, the plots provide PIssuÆient overview of the orrelation that they don't need to analyze their datathrough AIPS themselves before they're on�dent that the orrelation went okay.Looking from the other point of view, the plots will let the PIs know if there was aproblem within the 2-week period before tapes/disks beome eligible for release toget bak in touh with us if they think re-orrelation is neessary.i | The syntax for standard plots is straightforward (and provided on-sreen eahtime you inlude the program). Within glish, enter:inlude 'standardplots.g'standardplots('MSname', 'Sta', 'Sr')You an also use two soures, in whih ase you need to use double- quotes (empir-ially, double-quotes also seem to work in the single-soure ase as well):standardplots('MSname', 'Sta', "Sr1 Sr2")Here, Sta is the 2-letter station abbreviation you want to use as the referene stationin the plots (baselines will be Sta{*). Frequeny-based plots show 1-minute of datataken from the middle of automatially-seleted sans; Sr (either one or two) willontrol the seletion of these sans. If one soure is given, then the �rst & lastsans of that soure will be used (if only one san of the soure exists, then onlythe middle 1-min interval of that single san is used). If two soures are given,then a 1-min interval from the �rst and the last san from the ombined set ofsans of the two soures are used. There is a onsequene of this for typial phase-referening experiments: if the fringe-�nder(s) don't our at the very beginning orend of the experiment and you speify a fringe-�nder & the phase-referene sourein standardplots.g, you will not get plots from a fringe-�nder san. The weightut-o� for the plots (other than the weight plot) is 0.7. You an hange the weightut-o� with the wthresh=w parameter, and an skip the weight plot altogether withNoWgt=T. Sine the weight plot is made for the entire experiment, there is no needto remake it if you want to re-run standardplots, say to try a di�erent referenestation or di�erent referene soure(s). The weight plot an often take the longestto make, so skipping it in subsequent runs ould save notieable time.ii | standardplots.g makes four types of plots:� Weight vs time plot (plot �lename: MSroot-weight.ps, where MSroot is thename of the MS, not inluding the \.ms") | Shows the station (autoorrela-tion) weight for eah station in the MS. The plot overs the whole extent ofthe experiment (or at least of the MS, whih should be the same), and eah32



integration is plotted as a separate \." (plot an get big). Only the �rst fourSB/pol are plotted: either SB 0&1 for dual-pol or SB 0|3 for single -pol.� Autoorrelation amplitude vs frequeny plot (plot �lename(s): MSroot-auto-N.ps) | One plot for eah of the 1-min intervals from the 1 or 2 seleted sans(the N in the �le name refers to these two sans, taking the value 1 or 2). Showsall pols of eah station, with eah SB in separate plots (thus Nsta �Nsb individualplots). The y-axis ranges of the individual plots sale separately, not neessarilygoing down to 0.� Baseline amplitude/phase vs frequeny plot (plot �lename(s): MSroot-ross-N.ps) | One plot for eah of the 1-min intervals from the 1 or 2 seleted sans.Shows all pols for eah baseline to the referene station, with the SBs shown inseparate plots. Amplitudes are on the bottom of eah individual plot; phasesare on the top.� Baseline amplitude/phase vs time plot (plot �lename: MSroot-ampphase.ps) |Shows the amp and phase on baselines to the referene station for a time-rangestarting �30min before and ending �60min after the �rst of the sans used forthe frequeny-based plots. Only one pol from the �rst two SBs (or from justSB0, if only 1 subband) is plotted. Eah integration is plotted as a separate \.",vetor-averaged over the middle �80% of the band. All soures in that fall inthe time-range shown are plotted, and olor-oding marks the soure hanges.Under the urrent printer-server system in the building, you need to take an extrastep when printing out multi-page postsript level-1 plots (as are the standard plots,and other plots made via pgplot in glish). At the unix/linux ommand prompt, usethe syntax:lprps1 -p '-Pxrxit' �lenameWhere here, the olor printer is being used.iii | Limitations. The raison d'être of standard plots is to allow the PI to haveon�dene in the orrelation suh that the original reording media may be releasedprior to the experiment being analyzed in any real depth. The CBD has approvedstandard plots to serve in this apaity, so in terms of operations, all is well. How-ever, there are spei� harateristis of the standard plots that leave them a bitshort of this goal in reality. First, they show only a small part of the data, es-peially for experiments with many subbands (e.g., 1Gb/s observations) | theweight plot shows only the �rst 4 \hannels", avoiding the higher BBCs whih areusually more troublesome than the lower ones, and the amp/phs(t) plot shows just�1.5 hr of data on 2 hannels to baselines to just one station. Besides the sparsehannel-sampling, this latter plot is quite insensitive to orrelator-based problems,whih an be baseline- rather than station-based. Seond, there is not a great dealof leverage in terms of piking the sans to use for the frequeny-based plots, espe-ially important in globals where it's quite ommon for there to be no single san33



observable by all stations. For soures observed repeatedly in the shedule, there isno means to steer the standard plots to spei� sans, short of making (& proessingthrough the steps up to here) a sub-MS spei�ally rafted to fore standard plotsto pik the desired san(s). Even in this ase, are has to be exerised with theresulting �le-names to avoid overwriting. Third, a similar lak of leverage exists interms of piking the 1-minute interval used by the frequeny-based plots. The mostommon problem is that the middle of the san omes before some of the slowerstations have slewed on-soure (espeially in the baseline plots, sine the hanesare the referene station is going to be big, and hene more likely to be slow). O-asionally, the 1-min interval an be too late, in the ase of an undeteted diagonalweight (required onditions: the san was surrounded by gaps, and long enough tohave lost fringes but too short to have displayed the harateristi diagonal-weightsignature that seems to follow a ouple minutes after loss of fringes | thus nothingfor the operators to ath during orrelation). Also, in a multi-mode MS, standardplots just \see" only the �rst mode (not appliable in a multi-mode experiment thathas individual-mode Measurement Sets, f. {2.a.iii).All the items in this sub-setion are on a list being looked at by the responsiblepeople.
j. Other Investigative/Diagnosti PlotsThere are fairly painless ways of overoming some of the standard-plot short-omings disussed above ({3.h.iii) via plots you an make interatively in glish.These \old-style" plots let you hek out the experiment more exhaustively (moreSB/pol, more baselines, di�erent time ranges, et.), and lever use of the data-reading and plotting funtions an make these more enjoyable (minimize run-time,typing, et.).The prinipal data-reading funtion is readms, and the two prinipal plottingengines are tplot & fplot. Viewing eah baseline/SB/pol in the MS as a data-ube absissae time and frequeny, tplot produes slies in time, averaging overfrequeny and fplot produes slies in frequeny, averaging over time.The easiest way to proeed is usually to read (portions of) the MS into a variable,then arry out all plotting from the variable. If you haven't pre-read the MS into avariable, putting the name of the MS as the �rst parameter will essentially invokea all to readms to aess the data, but without as muh �ne ontrol as you havein running readms yourself. If you want to make N plots from the same data,pre-reading the MS into a variable will save you (N � 1) iterations of reading theMS from disk. readms returns a reord ontaining the spei�ed data from the MS,along with the useful anillary data to allow haraterization of the data in physialterms (baseline names, frequenies per subband, polarizations, times, weights, et.).34



There are lots of possible input parameters to readms, but they basially fall intofuntional ategories to:Æ ontrol the stations seletedÆ ontrol the subbands seletedÆ ontrol the time-range seletedÆ limit what sort of data to seletThe syntax for readms is:readms('MSname', Ants, Ant, Bsln,ontinue with 2nd+ lines....As readms begins it �gures out how many visibilities it will need to read, and as itruns it will keep you updated on what visibility range it's urrently proessing.One you've read in the data you want into a variable (reord), the basi allingsyntax for the plotting funtions tplot & fplot is:tplot('vrble', Ant, Bsln, SB, FrqGrp, Pols, 'type',various ontrol parameters)The �ve parameters following the variable to plot further ontrol what data getsplotted; by default they are all F, whih means plot everything (in the MS, or inthe variable read in from a MS, as appropriate). If spei�ed, eah of these pa-rameters must be a vetor of integers (a single integer ounts as a 1-length vetor,naturally); use mssum('MSname') to hek the integer-oding for the various sta-tions/subbands/et. As above ({3.g.ii), Ant & Bsln funtion as the ANTENNA &BASELINE adverbs in AIPS, and are passed as integral antenna numbers. SB, Frq-Grp, and Pols are the subband (0-based), frequeny-group, and polarizations (1-based) to plot. You'll almost never use FrqGrp. Currently on PCInt, polarization-oding is typially 1=RR, 2=LL, 3=RL, 4=LR up to the number of polarizationsatually orrelated | the exeption would be a 1-pol LCP experiment, in whih ase1=LL (rigorously, there's no expliit requirement for this mapping, and the properway to determine what polarizations are in the MS is via the DATA DESCRIPTION& POLARIZATION tables). The type parameter is the quantity to plot on the y-axis:weight, real, amp, phas are the ones you're likely to use (we've also seen sampearlier in {3.d.i). There are many other ontrol parameters whose default valuesyou're likely to be happy with. The ones you'll use the most are yplot & xplotto ontrol how many plots go on a page (default = 8 � 1 for tplot, 8 � 2 forfplot), and outfile to speify the output postsript �le if desired (default = goesto sreen). The default weight ut-o� is �1 for weight plots and 0.2 for other typesof plots. The subparagraphs below give some basi reipes for using these funtionsto expand upon standard plots. 35



i | Weight plotsIf you have a largeNsb experiment, the standard plots won't show all the SB/pol(plots �4 hannels). Here's how to generate an \old-style" weight plot with allhannels:a := readms('MSname', auto=T, wonly=T, [firsttime=Tstr1,lasttime=Tstr2, dur=�t℄),tplot(a,F,F,F,F,[1,2℄,'weight',T, yplot=Ny,xplot=Nx, flandsape=T,goutfile='PLOT�lename')a := F (one you've �nished with the variable a)Note that you don't have to \inlude" these funtions; they are loaded automati-ally upon starting glish (if logged in as user jops). The readms funtion as alledabove reads only the autoorrelation weights into the variable a. This is muhfaster and uses muh less memory than reading in atual data (weights = Npolper visibility instead of Npol � N� ; Nauto � pNbsln). Weight plots need only theparallel-hand polarizations | if there are no ross-pols in the MS, then the \[1,2℄"an be replaed by an F. The \T" after the type means plot only autoorrelations(needed even if the data you're plotting are only autoorrelations). The ombina-tion of xplot=1, landsape=T lets you get the maximum physial length for thex-axis; yplot=8 produes pretty legible results without using up too muh paper.Æ If you want to plot subsets of the MS in time, you have two options: use at mosttwo of the three parameters: firsttime= or lasttime= or dur=. The syntaxfor the absolute times in the �rst two parameters is either yyyy/doy/hh:mm:ss(day-of-year) or yyyy/mo/dy/hh:mm:ss (month/day). The units of dur= areminutes). If you use dur with either of the other two, you will get the �tminutes following firsttime or preeding lasttime. The default firsttime isthe beginning of the data, and the default lasttime is the end. You also havethe opportunity to use the initvis= (default = �rst) and/or ntimes= (default= all starting from initvis) parameters in tplot. Here, the units are visibilitynumber of the data read into the variable a. The readms time-spei�ationparameters have more user-friendly units (albeit with more typing), and readin only the time-range you want (faster, less memory use), but would requireanother readms if you want another time-range.Æ Eah baseline/autoorrelation in tplot/fplot plots will always start a new plot;olor-oding is used to for multiple SB/pols in a single plot. The olor-odingsheme mathes that used by plotweight.pl ({1.d), with 16 olors, enough for8SB/2pol (e.g., a 1Gb/s experiment without ross-pols). In assigning olors, thepolarizations form the inner loop, and subbands the outer loop (i.e., SB0/RR,SB0/LL, SB0/RL, SB0/LR, SB1/RR, and so on). The olors get assigned basedon the data that is present, i.e., there is no �xed SB/pol{olor identi�ation |if there are ross-pols, SB0/RL gets the \third" olor (yan; f. Table 2 below);if there are only dual-pols, SB1/RR gets yan; if only single pol, SB2 gets yan36



(the last two statements apply if there are indeed that many subbands). Butthe olor-oding in a single output �le is indeed global for all plots in the �le(i.e., if a station/baseline is missing some SB/pol, the remaining olors in thatbaseline's plot mean the same thing as in all the other baselines' plots). Table 2shows the order of the olor-oding.lines 1{4 red blue yan greenlines 5{8 pink med.gray brown purplelines 9{12 teal yellow steel blue lt.graylines 13{16 blak orange lt.green lt.purpleTable 2: Color-oding for tplot & fplot output sreen plots or postsript �les.
ii | Autoorrelation plotsThese plot real(�) rather than amp(�) beause the autoorrelations are intrinsi-ally even funtions (thus imag=0 in the Fourier transform). Advantages are speed(no need to ompute the quadrature sum) and diret sensitivity to negative autoor-relations (although no longer an issue with the orrelator's original 2-bit orretionturned o�, and ertainly not one 2bitVV has been run). Here's how to generate\old-style" autoorrelation plots:a := readms('MSname', auto=T, [firsttime=Tstr1, lasttime=Tstr2℄dur=�t)fplot(a,F,F,F,F,[1,2℄,'real',T, yplot=Ny,xplot=Nx,fmultisub=F,g outfile='PLOT�lename')a := F (one you've �nished with the variable a)The firsttime, lasttime, and dur parameters to readms ontrol the time-rangeread in from the MS (use no more than two of these three at one; f. {3.j.i). Bydefault, fplot will vetor average over the time-range in the data, whih of oursefor real is numerially a moot point, but the design of the time-squashing ode issuh that vetor averaging is faster. By default, fplot will make a separate sub-plot for eah station (thus Ny � Nx should equal Nsta to get single-page output),with the di�erent subbands separated by dotted vertial lines and all using thesame sale. The units on the y-axis are \unsaled" orrelation oeÆient (perfetorrelation = 1). Color oding runs over the polarizations in eah SB. If one SB hasonsiderably more RFI than others, it an ruin the y-axis resolution for the others.In this ase, you an use the additional parameter multisub=F to fore separateplots by SB (thus, the produt Ny � Nx should now be Nsta � Nsb to keep single-page output). Now eah SB gets its own self-saled y-axis. A similar multipol=F37



parameter exists if you also want to separate polarizations. Aesthetially, guidelinesfor yplot & xplot inlude:Æ for multi-SB Nsta � 12 experiments: yplot=Nsta, xplot=1 if multisub=TÆ for single-SB experiments, or globals with Nsta � 13: yplot=Nsta=2, xplot=2if multisub=T (NB: this xplot is the default, and ould be omitted)Æ forNsb � 4 experiments with uneven RFI aross the SBs: yplot=Nsta, xplot=Nsb,multisub=FÆ forNsb = 8 experiments with uneven RFI aross the SBs: yplot=Nsta, xplot=Nsb,multisub=F, landsape=TIt's easy to play around with the various page-layout parameters by omitting theoutfile parameter so that the plot goes to the sreen diretly | this is alwaysmore landsape-like than portrait-like.iii | Baseline amp/phs(�) plotsThe disadvantages of the standard-plot baseline amp/phs(�) plots inlude show-ing only baselines to a referene station and diÆulty in ontrolling exatly whattime-range to plot. One disadvantage of the \old-style" plots is that they don'tombine amp & phase for a baseline into one POSSM-like ompound plot, if you likethat sort of thing. Here's how to generate \old-style" baseline amp/phs(�) plotsthat address these points:a := readms('MSname', fAntsg, [firsttime=Tstr1, lasttime=Tstr2,dur=�t℄, [san=Nsan℄)fplot(a,F,F,F,F,F,'amp', yplot=Ny,xplot=Nx,outfile='PLOT�lename')fplot(a,F,F,F,F,F,'phas', yplot=Ny,xplot=Nx,plotline=F, globalsale=T, outfile='PLOT�lename')a := F (one you've �nished with the variable a)The firsttime, lasttime, & dur parameters to readms provide diret ontrol overwhat time-range to read in from the MS (use no more than two of the three; f.{3.j.i). Use of the san parameter an ontrol whih whole sans to read in (Nsanan be a vetor of [non-ontiguous℄ sans if desired). These provides the leverage topik sans not aessible via the automati standard-plot seletion algorithm, andto adjust the interval within a san as desired (shift in time, lengthen/shorten).If reading in just a few minutes of data, readms will be pretty quik for even thebiggest MS. To hek whether there are fringes in a spei� time-range, you may�rst want to play around with phs(t) plots as desribed in the next sub-paragraph.Æ If there are some stations you know you don't want to read in, you an use the38



Ants entry: a vetor of antenna IDs that limit readms to only those baselines(& autoorrelations) that an be formed from the set of stations in Ants. Asthis is the seond parameter, you don't need to type the \ants=" when youuse it in the order above. In this ase, it's usually easiest to establish a vetorof antenna-IDs that you do want to use prior to alling readms (for example,gdsta := [0,2,5:8,11℄), and then use this variable in the readms all:a := readms('MSname', gdsta, ...). This saves typing when you makesubsequent readms alls for di�erent time-ranges.Æ For alternative ways to read in di�erent subsets of the MS, you ould use theparameters soure=Sr ID or san=San No. The former will read in all dataassoiated with the spei�ed soure(s), and the latter will read in all data asso-iated with the spei�ed san(s). Both arguments take the form of a vetor ofintegers.As run above, readms loads all baselines into the variable a. For a 16-station global,this an be 120 baselines. yplot=12 and xplot=3 provides a reasonable ompromisebetween minimizing the number of output pages and having legible plots. Gettingmuh past 17� 4 (good for 12 stations on 1 page) leaves the plots pretty small. Ifyou want to plot a subset of baselines, you an use the �rst two parameters after thevariable-to-plot: replae the �rst two Fs by vetors of antenna-IDs to funtion in themanner of AIPS adverbs ANTENNA and BASELINE, respetively (see the disussion atthe beginning of {3.j).In fplot, the default is to vetor average all the integrations in the time-rangeontained in the variable a. If you'd prefer a salar average, then inlude salar=T.The units for the amp(�) plots are orrelation-oeÆient �103 (often termed \milli-amp" | but not to be onfused with urrent....), and degrees for the phase(�) plots.Note the two additional parameters for the phase(�) plot:Æ plotline=F plots points rather than onneting them with lines (the fplotdefault). This avoids lutter on the plot for SB/pols whose phase hugs �180Æ.Æ globalsale=T fores the y-axis range of all plots to be the same rather thansaling individually to �t eah plot. This an be handy for phase plots, to allowa quik visual hek on the \atness" of the phase aross the band, withouthaving to worry about reading the y-axis ranges.
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iv | Baseline amp/phs(t) plotsYou an go beyond the standard plots by showing more SB/pols, a larger extentof the experiment, and/or more baselines. The trik is to read in more of the datawithout using up exessive memory, by doing the averaging aross the band in thereadms stage. Here's how to generate \old-style" baseline amp/phs(t) plots thataddress these points:a := readms('MSname', fants=Antsg,fantenna=Antg,fbaseline=Bslng,fsoure=Srsg, [firsttime=Tstr1, lasttime=Tstr2, dur=�t℄avfreq=T, faveraging-ontrol paramsg)tplot(a,F,F,F,F,F,'amp', yplot=Ny,xplot=Nx,outfile='PLOT�lename')tplot(a,F,F,F,F,F,'phas', yplot=Ny,xplot=Nx,globalsale=T, outfile='PLOT�lename')a := F (one you've �nished with the variable a)The di�erenes between this and the previous alls of readms inlude:� The expliit inlusion of all three parameters used for making subsets of base-lines. By default, eah is F, whih means inlude everything (not exluded byone of the other parameters). The ants parameter is the same as seen in theprevious sub-paragraph for amp/phs(�) plots. The antenna & baseline pa-rameters behave the same as the \�rst two Fs" in tplot/fplot (f. the initialexample in {3.j). Eah takes a vetor of antenna-ID integers or station abbre-viations. You an't use ants=Ants in ombination with either antenna=Antor baseline=Bsln. Taking aount of the rules for parameter-passing in glish,examples of the ways you would likely want to run readms for amp/phs(t) plotsinlude:Æ a:=readms('MSname',gdsta,firsttime=.....) | reads all baselinesformed from the set of stations in the (pre-assigned) vetor gdsta (if gdstanot pre-assigned, it's value will be F, so all stations will be read in).Æ a:=readms('(MSname',F,[1,4℄,gdsta,firsttime=....) | reads in allbaselines to stations 1 & 4 formed by stations in gdsta. You don't have toworry about baseline order; if gdsta inludes station 2, then baseline 2{4will exist in a. Reading in all baselines to 2 stations is often a onvenientway of avoiding the e�ets of an outage-period in the \real" referene stationin a global, without going to the extreme of reading in all �16 stations.Æ a:=readms('(MSname',F,gdsta,gdsta,firsttime=....) | reads in ex-atly the same data as the �rst example, but the internal workings of theMS querying makes it muh slower (the reason why the ants parameter wasadded in the �rst plae).� Use of the soure= seletion riteria allows you to limit the plot to appropriatesoures, usually ones for whih you have reasonable detetions (to avoid plotting40



unpedagogial near-zero amps and random phases). This an be a single soureor a vetor of soures, expressed either as soure-ID integers (hek these outvia mssum('MSname') or as soure-name strings.� The inlusion of the avfreq=T and averaging-ontrol parameters. avfreq=Taverages the data aross frequeny for eah baseline/SB/pol/integration as it isbeing read from the MS into the variable. The averaging proess is ontrolledby three additional parameters:Æ salar= : default is F, an be set to TÆ x1=FPlow, x2=FPhigh: the lowest & highest frequeny points to inlude inthe average. If not are spei�ed, then the middle '80% of the passbandis used (best to speify both or neither). The \middle" frequeny point isde�ned as N�=2 + 1 | thus 17 for a 32-point spetrum.Æ width= : speify the fration (0! 1) of the band to average over, enteredat the middle of the band, if x1 & x2 are not spei�ed (default = 0.8).For tplot, the default is to plot points rather than lines, so a separate plotline=Fisn't needed for phases (of ourse, plotline=T ould be used if desired for eitherplot). Again, there are 16 di�erent olors in the olor-sheme, enough for 8SB of2pol or 4SB of 4pol. If you have 8SB of 4pol, then the last 4SB will all be blak.You an avoid this by plotting a subset of SBs (the third \F", 0-based) or pols(the �fth \F", 1-based). You ould also use multisub=F to separate the SBs perbaseline, at the expense of Nsb-times more sub-plots. I doubt that we ould omeup with 32 distinguishable olors (16 might even be onsidered a streth...), but ifdemand is there, we ould give it a go, or at least repeat the 16-olors twie ratherthan just default to all blak after 16.k. agweightThis step establishes a low-weight oor. All visibilities with a weight lowerthan the spei�ed weight ut-o� will be agged (atually, will have their weightsw set to �jwj, and passed to the FITS �le that way | the data will still existin the FITS �le). Weights >1 are also agged, regardless of the weight ut-o�used. I generally run flagweight last, so that the low-weight visibilities will showup on the standardplots, and thus provide a more honest view of the orrelation.If flagweight were run before standard plots, then all the low-weight visibilitieswould have negative weights, and thus fall outside the plots, making the plots looktoo \lean" (of ourse, with disks this point is beoming moot). Here are the stepsfor doing the weight agging:i | fwhistg prints out a tabular histogram of how many autoorrelations & base-lines would remain unagged for various weight ut-o�s (0 to 0.95 in steps of 0.05).Due to previous operations (mostly agging for spei� onditions when making theMS & later 2bitVV), some visibilities will already have w < 0 by this point. whist41



also provides a ount of visibilities with w > 1 (whih usually signi�es some sort oforrelator bug), whih will also be agged by flagweight. The syntax is:whist('MSname', 'OUTPUT�lename')The output�le will be simple text. With the advent of universal disk reordings,whist has lost muh of its interest, sine weights are now muh more likely to benearly perfet or � 0.ii | flagweight does the atual agging. In the standard usage, the syntax issimply: flagweight('MSname', Wut)where Wut is the value of the weight ut-o�, usually somewhere in the range 0.2{0.7. The whist output �le plus the weight plots lets you judge the onsequenesof your hoie on the amount of data that get through. Exept for some bad-trakproblems that ause autoorrelations to drop to �0.25, Wut as low as 0.2 will weedout the truly bad data. Higher weight ut-o�s (> 0:5) ould be used when thereare no spei� subband/polarization-hannel problems. Nowadays the low-weighttail of the Nvis{W diagram is so steep that hanging Wut by 0.2 usually results ininrementally rejeting/aepting only a few �0:1% of the data.There are additional parameters in flagweight for agging based on antenna(s),SB(s), soure(s), san(s), or time-range, and also an undo=T parameter for unag-ging (setting the negative weights bak to positive). Flagging based on these sortsof riteria would be done in a separate exeution of flagweight, either before orafter agging by Wut The syntax for time-range agging uses the firsttime &lasttime parameters as used by readms above ({3.j.i). As for any glish funtion,you an see all of the parameters (& their default values) by typing in flagweightwithout any following parentheses (or parameters that live inside them). If youinlude any of these extra-weight agging parameters, flagweight will �rst form asubset of the MS aording to them, and then apply the weight ut-o� riterion tothis subset. If you want to ag everything to a station or everything in a time-range,you'll need to set Wut to 1.0.
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4. Making the FITS Files.a. tConvertNow that you've �nished all the reviewing/agging operations on the MS(s) inglish, tConvert turns an MS(s) into FITS �le(s). The standard usage produes aset of IDI FITS �les, eah no larger than 2GB. These an be read diretly into AIPSvia FITLD, either altogether (with NCOUNT set to the number of �les) or individually.The syntax for standard prodution of FITS �les is simple:tConvert MSname FITSnameThere are some optional parameters (run tConvert without arguments for a sum-mary), but you will �never need them. Upon starting, tConvert will �gure outhow many individual FITS �les will result, and will provide a running update of itsprogress in eah one at the bottom of the sreen.i | The only triky bit is getting the output FITSname orret, so that it will workproperly with the pipeline ({6). The form of the �le name is:FITSname = exp C P.IDIwhere:C is an integer to denote orrelation passes done with di�erent orrelation param-eters that should pipelined independently. Examples inlude ontinuum/lineexperiments (di�erent Nlag during orrelation, resulting in ontinuum & lineMSs), multiple-�eld experiments handled by hanging soure oordinates indi�erent passes (e.g., EZ013, ES051), and experiments where the PI prefersseparate FITS �les for eah mode, orresponding to variously Doppler-shiftedspetral line soures (e.g., EL032).P is an integer to denote orrelation passes done for sub-sets of SBs that anbe pipelined together (i.e., ombined straightforwardly with VBGLU). The orderof P should inrease with inreasing frequeny: P=1 for the lowest sub-setof SBs to P=Npass for the highest sub-set. If the frequenies overlap, then theFITS �les should be distinguished with the C -integer. Examples of experimentsthat would use the P -integer inlude wide-�eld mapping experiments orrelatedin multiple passes beause only one SB would �t into the orrelator at one(e.g., GG053B). The new pipeline an handle VBGLUing FITS �les resultingfrom separate orrelation passes for the RCP & LCP hannels of a dual-polexperiment, so these also an distinguished via the P -integer.One thing to keep in mind when planning to use VBGLU is that it has a \si-multaneity riterion" of one-tenth of an integration period for ombining SBs.Thus if the epohs of the integrations in your two FITS �les di�er by more thanthis, the data will appear to be lost in the ombined data set. This onditionan result in our data beause we have no absolute ontrol over the integral43



seond in whih data starts owing out of the orrelator. Thus, for example, iftint = 2s, then the �rst pass may have odd integration epohs and the seondpass even ones. Using tint � 1s avoids this ompliation, but this may requirepre-orrelation liaison with the PI to ensure that suh short integrations (andthe onsequent data size) are okay.tConvert will append an additional integer after the \IDI" extension, to denoteindividual FITS �les belonging to the same \dataset" | �les whose omplete �le-names di�er only by the n should be idential in all respets, exept for the time-range overed. If the total size of the output FITS data for a given run of tConvertis <2GB, then there will be no integer appended. However, in this ase you shouldrename the �le extension from IDI to IDI1 for proper operation of subsequent steps.ii | If C or P exeed 1 for any FITS �le(s) reated, you should reate a simple text�le alled exp.README to explain the signi�ane of the naming onvention. ThisREADME �le will be bundled together with the FITS �les on the EVN Data Arhive(f. {4.). Examples shown in Listing 7.
GG053B was run in two passes, with each IF done separately.
Each of the two IFs has its own set of FITS files:

gg053b_1_1.IDI*   IF1  −  62 parts, 109.4 GB total
gg053b_1_2.IDI*   IF2  −  64 parts, 111.7 GB total

ez013_1_1.IDI<n>:  phase centers on W44C & W44F
                     n = 1,2,...8
                     t_int = 1s

ez013_2_1.IDI<n>:  phase centers on W44B & W44E
                     n = 1,2,...15
                     t_int = 0.5sListing 7: Examples of exp.README �les (for GG053B, EZ013).b. Cover LetterYou an �nd the over letter template for your just-orrelated experiment in�jops/piletters/ (in the \upstairs" mahines, not sops, juw36, nor PCInt).The �lename of the over letter is exp.piletter, and of the assoiated experimentsummary exp.expsum. The over letter begins with a query to the PI about thepreferred method for retrieval of the FITS �les. If they want the FITS �le sent tothem on physial media (e.g., DATs, DVDs), they should get bak to you. Therefollows some boiler-plate (whih may hange as time progresses). The over letterends with the opportunity for you to �ll in some information you have learned whilereviewing the orrelation up to this point: problems at stations, other points to bringto the PI's attention, et. There are plenty of examples of over letters on the EVNData Arhive (under the standard-plots menu item). I probably write exessiveover letters (leading the PI through eah type of the plots, trying to �nd something44



to say about eah). The prinipal goals are to announe the availability of the PI'slong longed-for FITS �les and to persuade them that we've done a onsientious jobensuring the quality of their orrelation (viz. proper orrelation parameters used;problems have already been found/investigated/understood, & determined not tobe improvable by reorrelation). Also keep in mind that other people using theEVN Data Arhive might rely on the over letter to help them deide whether theywant to mine data from this spei� experiment (the desriptions in the pipelinewould also help here).
project summary on 20/09/2005

                           EK020C

entry last modified on:    05/09/2005

Type and status of exper:  USER   DONE, evaluation not yet complete
             date release: −−/−−/−−−−
        date distribution: −−/−−/−−−−
          date completion: 05/09/2005
        archive is public: −−/−−/−−−−

             observe date: 08/06/2005

Project information:       The Circumnuclear Region of OH Megamaser Galaxies
   Principal Investigator: Kloeckner  (hrk@astro.ox.ac.uk)
    observation resources: 11x10hr@5Disk   18cm
     scheduled telescopes: Ef Cm Nt Tr Jb Wb On Mc Ur Hh Ar 
    sub−netting detection: Number networks: 9, max 10 min 8 telescopes

1 observe modes:

          recorded format: 4 bands with 8MHz,
                           using Usb, and DPOL
                           and 2 bit sampling
                 tapeform: 1:4@4MbpstoDisk
        UT range observed: 159d23h14m00s − 160d09h38m00s

2 correlator passes:

Correlator configuration:  11 Tels, 2 band X 2 pols,
                           each with 128 frequency points,
                           4 sec dump correlator time.
      status and capacity: DONE OK
           hours and date: 10hr, complete on 05/09/2005
                     note: Continuum pass

Correlator configuration:  11 Tels, 1 band X 2 pols,
                           each with 256 frequency points,
                           4 sec dump correlator time.
      status and capacity: DONE OK
           hours and date: 10hr, complete on 05/09/2005
                     note: Line pass

configuration in skd:      (11 Tels, 2 band X 2 pols,)
                           (each with 256 frequency points,)
                           (4 sec dump correlator time.)

Handling at JIVE:          Bignall   (bignall@jive.nl)
            tapes at JIVE:  13 disk
        release procedure: automatic by JIVE, after 2 weeks
        net network hours: 10hr

Source list:
  src =        3C286, type = fringefinder (confd), use = YES (confd) 
  src =       I20550, type =       target (confd), use =  NO (confd) 
  src =     2134+004, type =   calibrator (confd), use = YES (confd) 
  src =   J2139+1423, type =    reference (confd), use = YES (confd) 
  src =   J2052+1619, type =    reference (confd), use = YES (confd) 

Status pipelining:         no information

Inquired publ. status:     not set
        status processing: no informationListing 8: Example of an exp.expsum �les (for EK020C).The expsum-�le (e.g., Listing 8) is for your use, providing information aboutthe orrelation parameters, PI ontat information (at least, from the time theyran shed for this experiment), and the publi/private nature of the individualsoures in the experiment (needed to know when pipelining). Soures having \use45



= NO" are private, and their pipeline plots & post-SPLIT FITS need to have thesame 1-year proprietary period as do the raw FITS �les for the experiment as awhole (f. {6).The exp.piletter & exp.expsum �les are not (yet) automatially generatedand put into the proper loation. So it's not out of the realm of possibility thatyou may not �nd them for your experiment when you look. If this should happen,it means I've forgot to put make them & put them there, and you should diretomplaints towards me.. arhiveThe next step is to populate the EVN Data Arhive, both with standard plotsand FITS �les. This paragraph desribes these steps, and also some ations thatmay be required a little later pending liaison with the PI. The perl sript arhivetakes are of transferring material to the Arhive, with slightly di�erent syntaxdepending on what is being transferred. The thing you need to know before youstart arhiving is the referene-day for the experiment. This is assoiated expliitlywith the experiment name, and has the format yymmdd. You an on�rm this dateon sops:ls -d /s/var/log2vex/logexp date/EXP*There should be a single diretory found; the appended year-month-day string willmath exatly what you need to use in arhiving, one you omit the �rst two digits ofthe year. This should also math the \observe date" in the exp.expsum �le (but if itdoesn't, the date assoiated with the experiment in the logbook databasing strutureabove is what the arhive will expet. Let me know if you �nd disrepanies.i | Standard plots.First, gzip the standard plot output. If you have no other �lenames of the formexp*.ps, then this is of ourse simply gzip exp*.ps. Then transfer the standardplots (and over letter) via:arhive -stnd -e EXP yymmdd exp*.ps.gz exp.piletterThe �rst parameter tells what kind of material follows (& where it should be plaedin the arhive). The -e parameter direts the material to the proper experiment. Ifyou make a mistake (usually in the yymmdd, if you're like me), you won't neessarilyget an error, but the data won't wind up in the Arhive (writing to the arhive isa multi-step proess, of whih running the arhive sript on E3 initiates the �rststep). You an always on�rm suessful population by heking that the �les youexpet to be there atually reside on the arhive. As you an see above, arhivean handle normal wild-ard use in �lename spei�ation. The above example,with both standard plots and the over letter being passed to a single exeutionof arhive, has equivalent ation to running arhive separately for the standard46



plots and then for the over letter.If for some reason you're arhiving plots made outside standardplots.g, you'llalso need to make a plotdesription.txt �le to desribe the plots you are arhiv-ing, and inlude that in the arhive line. Every experiment's standard-plot pageon the Arhive has a plotdesription.txt; it uses the standard template unlessyou expliitly overwrite that with a \private" version for the experiment. You anhek any of these on the Arhive for an example of the ontents. The only times Iremember supplying suh a \private" plotdesription.txt were for experimentssuh as GG060, GG053B, EB032* (extra-huge wide-�eld mapping experiments thatdidn't get along well with standardplots.g).ii | FITS �les.To arhive the FITS �les & exp.README, just use a di�erent �rst parameter.arhive -fits -e EXP yymmdd exp *IDI* exp.READMEThis will most likely take onsiderably longer, due to the sp'ing the FITS �les tojop15 (it should take about 5{6 minutes per individual <�2GB FITS �le).iii|Cover letter distribution. Mail out the over letter to the PI (info jops�jive.nl).I've held o� the atual mailing until now, sine the over letter says that the stan-dard plots and FITS �les are on the EVN Data Arhive, and they're atually notuntil now.iv | Setting downloading authorizationIf the PI gets bak in touh to say they want to download their FITS �les fromthe Arhive, you next have to arrange a user-name & password with the PI. Thereare no expliit guidelines for this proess. The syntax for assigning the protetionto an experiment's FITS �les is:arhive -auth -e EXP yymmdd -n user-name -p passwordWe haven't been keeping an internal register of user-names & passwords (arguablyfor extra seurity | now there's no reords that ould fall into enemy hands &there's no one person for them to try to turn). If a PI forgets the password, we anjust re-run the above to overwrite the old one.Before this authorization step, no one an download the FITS �les from theArhive. After this step, the individual FITS �lenames on the Arhive are likablelinks that bring up a dialogue box to enter user-name and password. The FITS�les beome publi one-year after the distribution date (of the last part, if it is amulti-part experiment), unless the PI takes ation through the PC Chairman toextend the proprietary period. Adjusting the publi-release date in suh ases ismy responsibility, rather than the support sientist's.47



d. fTransfer to Physial MediagIf the PI downloads the FITS �les o� the arhive, this paragraph an be skipped.If they want us to send them their data on physial media, you �rst have to workout (with them) what they ould use. The most onvenient for us would probablyby DDS-4 DATs; however, some PIs may not have aess to a ompatible reader.So far, we have distributed data on DATs of all kinds, on CDs (one), and on DVDs(one). The paragraphs below desribe making distribution DATs and DVDs (the�0.7GB apaity of CDs make them too small to disuss further).i | DATsThere is a new perl sript alled fits2dat to write the FITS �les onto DATs.I've never atually used it yet for a real experiment, so what follows is based on sim-ple test runs, the doumentation on the JIVE how-to wiki, and following throughthe ode. It an be run either interatively or from a single ommand line (inter-ative seems easier, and is the only way desribed below). It an get the FITS�les either from the loal working diretory or from the Arhive (loal aess wouldseem faster, sine the sp step is avoided). However, there is urrently no DATdrive on PCInt. It may be quiker overall to sp the FITS �les yourself from PCIntto somewhere on juw27 [0|1℄ and then treat that as your working diretory. Itan also plan when to prompt you to hange DATs, sine you an tell it what sortof DATs you will be using (a limitation seems to be that you need to use only onesort for the whole transfer). The interative syntax is just to exeute fits2dat,and then answer the following questions:� name of DAT devie: /dev/rmt/[0 j1℄n:Æ you need to supply the integer number of the drive you want to use | juw27has two DAT drives; enter 0 (upper one) or 1 (lower one). The default is 0.� apaity of DAT [GB℄:Æ You should answer based on the type of DAT you'll be using:DDS-4 (150m) = 19, DDS-3 (125m) = 11.4, DDS-2 (120m) = 3.7. Thesenumbers would provide some spae for blok/�le overhead. The DAT driveson juw27 an't write to DDS-1 DATs, but some of the drives attahed toomputers upstairs an. The default orresponds to DDS-4 DATs.� Read FITS from arhive (jop15)?Æ answer y to get the FITS from the arhive, or n to get the FITS from theloal working diretory.� name of experiment:Æ if getting the FITS �les from the loal disk, just enter EXP; if getting themfrom the arhive, enter EXP yymmdd (f. {4. for details about the yymmddexperiment suÆx). 48



� list of filenames:Æ the default is exp * *.IDI*, whih should be suÆient anytime you wantto move all FITS �les to DAT. If you have multiple orrelation passes (theC integer, f. {4.a.i), and you want to make sure that eah DAT has FITS�les for only one or the other, you ould replae the �rst * with a spei�C integer, and run fits2dat multiple times.fits2dat will then proeed to write the DATs, prompting you to insert new DATsas required. No FITS �le should span more than one DAT. At the end, it will askwhether you want to make a printed label for the DAT ases.In ases where you have more than one C - or P -number, the standard labelingfor the DAT label doesn't fully reet this. It's easy to take are of these asesmanually via the ommand datlabel:� fits2dat makes a �le alled EXP.datlog, whih datlabel will use as input.This �le ontains a list of individual FITS-�le names, �le reation dates, sizes,and the DAT number on whih eah resides. If you make multiple runs offits2dat, as desribed in the last bullet above, then this �le will be overwrittenin eah subsequent run. There are two disadvantages to this:Æ You lose the \template" with whih to remake the DAT label trivially.Æ The \name" of all DATs from the same experiment will be just EXP, withno further quali�ation (i.e., ont, line, et.) | although the C - and P -numbers will be shown in the individual FITS-�le names.� If you move the EXP.datlog �le to a slightly di�erent name, you an overomethe �rst of these two disadvantages. If you hoose the new name to providesome information about the purpose of this pass (suh as EXP.line.datlog)then you an overome the seond disadvantage as well, beause datlabel willuse the part of this �le-name before the .datlog extension as the \name" ofthe DAT.� Here's an example syntax for EXP = EM058A, for whih the above �le re-naming has ourred. We also know from fits2dat that two DATs are needed.datlabel -e EM058A.line -t 1datlabel -e EM058A.line -t 2where the -t parameter spei�es for whih of the DATs to make a label. Theresult of eah run is that the label appears on the sreen, and you an print itto a seletion of printers using the buttons. Figure 5 shows what you would see.Should you ever need to transfer a FITS �le manually to a DAT, the fundamentalommand is:dd if=FITSname of=/dev/rmt/Dn bs=28800where D is the integer identi�er for the drive to use. The blok size of 28800 isonsistent with what AIPS will expet. 49



Figure 5: DAT label produed for �rst DAT for the line pass for EM058A, followingthe \manual" proedure above.ii | DVDsMaking distribution DVDs obvsiously requires a mahine with a DVD burner.The only time I've done this (for EZ013) has been on jop25 (in the Visitors' Room),whih I will use as an example here. One trik about these linux mahines is thatyou an't log in as jops | something as yet unidenti�ed in the login sripts seemsto prevent KDE from starting up. I just logged in as myself.� The �rst step if to ftp the FITS �les from E3 (or the Arhive). I put them onto/jop25 0/images.� Then start up the DVD burner (k3b). Via the KDE start menu, this was undermultimedia, then CD/DVD burning.� One k3b starts up, pik \reate DATA DVD". In the upper part of the sreen,do what you need to do in order to get the listing of �les in the diretroy whereyou put the FITS �les to appear in the upper-right window.� Then drag-and-lik �les to the bottom window to assemble the ontents toburn. A DVD holds �4.7GB, so two 2GB FITS �les �t niely. The last FITS�le made by tConvert may be notieably shorter than 2GB; if you have an oddnumber of FITS this last FITS �le may also be able to �t onto the last DVD.� One the bottom window has the �les to inlude in the present DVD, lik on50



the Burn button at the lower right. You'll then see a set of on�guration menu-tabs; most of these seem �ne as they are. You'll want to hek Settings (nomulti-session) and Volume Des (add a name?). In the Writing tab, make surethe devie is right (jop25 had only one burner, so this was trivial), and thaton-the-fly is heked.� Finally, lik on the Burn button in top right of the window. For EZ013, it took�15min per DVD (whih works out onsiderably faster than writing DDS-2DATs, whih have about the same amount of spae, �4GB). We don't haveany dediated CD/DVD label writing software; I just added hand-written an-notations (giving the data that personal touh...).iii | Regardless of the spei� media format used, give them to Nio for shippingout (along with an address for the PI).
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5. Housekeeping.a. D3: After your experiment is distributed, let Nio know that its data (orrelatorjobs) on D3 an be removed. By now, all of the jobs should have been arhivedto DAT anyway. You an hek by going to /jaw0 1/jops/at, and running grepEXP *.at | make sure that the latest job from your experiment is listed; to beextra thorough, that all jobs in your lis-�le(s) are listed. (jaw0 used to be C3.)b. E3: Bak ups of PCInt are envisioned to be done in a ommunal fashion, but theexpliit proedures have yet to solidfy. In general, the philosophy is that it wouldbe useful to have a bak-up of as muh of the experiment's post-orrelation reviewstages as reasonably pratial, in ase you (or someone else) would ever need to gobak and re-do something. Typially, this would inlude at least the proessed MSsand any other small stu� like plots, sripts, lis-files | the jobs are already savedas above, and the FITS �les on the Arhive are baked up separately by Bauke (aweekly inremental bak-up, and a full bak-up twie a year). But if it's not aterribly big experiment, baking up the jobs as well would give you a single plaefrom whih to reover them, rather than the oÆial orrelator-job arhive, that foryour spei� experiment is likely spread over several DATs. For the moment, there'sno real responsibility for the support sientist here, exept maybe to delete learlytemporary things (test MSs, re-done MSs),,, and perhaps the �nal FITS �les afterenough time to be sure they've been baked up from the arhive, to give a morehonest view of what needs to be baked up from E3.. C3: If you've put any large �les on /s/expr/EXP on sops, move or deletethem. Get rid of any unneeded ore �le(s).d. Paper Files: Put the experiment folder in the folder-arhive (the middle blakabinet for EVN experiments, the one to the right for globals & NMEs/tests).Within the folder arhive, experiments are alphabetized for easy retrieval; as timegoes by, more and more drawers will be needed, so the spei� ontents of eahdrawer may hange (hene the post-it labels in plae of something more permanent).This step ould wait until after the pipelining is done.6. Pipelining.The pipeline performs the initial alibration of the FITS data, making the �rstfew versions of CL and other tables the PIs may use to save some time. It also fringe-�ts the data, and makes preliminary images of all the soures (private soures getthe same 1-year proprietary period protetion enjoyed by the raw FITS �les). Theseresults an be retrieved via the fitsfinder utility on the EVN arhive, or via theBologna arhive of EVN observations. More thorough information is available onthe JIVE how-to wiki. 52



Appendix. Behind the SenesThis appendix gathers the more lengthy of the \Behind-the-Senes" vignettesthat look into the workings of various steps in the post-orrelation review proess.The setion numbering reets from where in the main text the individual disus-sions have been drawn.1.f: Daily review of orrelationsi | data handler.logEvery job has a data handler.log, whih forms the basis for muh of the \sta-tistial" summaries about the orrelation (e.g., the 5 numbers in the Integrationsolumn of showlog [{1.℄, or at a lower level, datasum.pl). The data handler.loglives in the job-diretory (on one of the D3 data disks); all subjobs in the jobwill be inluded within this single log. Listing 9 shows a very brief exampleof data handler.log extrats (here, from EJ007A | 9 sta, 4 SB, 4 pol | job507281739).Integration #301 illustrates a \normal" situation. For this integration, you an see:� whih sub-job you're in (#1).� how many interferometers you got bak from the orrelator ompared to theexpetation (1368 out of 1368). Note that numbers in this line are atually2 � Nif , beause both \stations" of the interferometer are ounted separately.Thus, Table 1 ({1.) tells us that a 9-sta, 4-pol experiment will have 171 interfer-ometers per SB; the 4 SBs make 684 interferometers, and the �2 �nally resultsin the 1368 listed here in the data handler.log. The fration of got/expetedis also expressed as a perentage.� what orrelator-frame numbers were found for the start & end of the integration(210, 273), and how many interferometers had those orrelator-frame numbers(here, all of them). The number of orrelator frames you'd expet in an inte-gration depends on the orrelator-frame rate (often referred to as BOCF -rate,given in Hz: BOCF=16 is the standard operational rate, tested limits = 4{64)and the integration time. Here we see 64 orrelator frames (the end frame =the start frame + tint� BOCF { 1).Æ Changing the BOCF rate requires re-starting the real-time proesses; thereare sripts for the more ommon rates, but we're quikly getting beyond thesope of this doument...Æ The BOCF ount wraps bak to 0 every 10min, or at 9600 for the standardBOCF=16. The BOCF ount is truly the fundamental lok for assigningtime-stamps to the visibilities oming out of the orrelator | a (spurious)jump in the BOCF ount will impart a orresponding jump in the timestamps in the resulting orrelator output data for the job, and hene in the53



Read #301 from buffer #9, data address 0xfd7163e8

SubJobHandler( 1): Got correlator data
SubJobHandler( 1): Start processing new integration....

Statistics based on 1368 out of 1368 (100.00%)

Found start=210 (1368)
Found end=273 (1368)
SubJobHandler( 1): BOCF EXPECT/FOUND = 273/273
### TIME ###
Start: (Data Handler) Sysclks : 4.3620522000000000e+14 (158 18:30:13)
End:   (Data Handler) Sysclks : 4.3620534800000000e+14 (158 18:30:17)
BOCFs were start=210, end=273

Read #302 from buffer #11, data address 0xfd4163a8

SubJobHandler( 1): Got correlator data
SubJobHandler( 1): Start processing new integration....

*************** AAARGHHHHH ***************
BOCF framenrs differ across integration!!!
******************************************

Statistics based on 1368 out of 1368 (100.00%)

Found start=274 (1368)
Found end=337 (1216)
Found end=0 (152)
PROBLEM found on X part of 0−7:0  3−3 ifnr=17
FR# 1= 274 DOFF=1734462219 DRAT=     −1708 POFF= 763442131 PRAT=   −350522 PACC=         0 FR# 2=   0 SUID= 7 CHAN= 1 KCFG= 1 OVSAMP= 1
PROBLEM found on X part of 0−4:3  3−4 ifnr=641
FR# 1= 274 DOFF=1734462219 DRAT=     −1708 POFF=1217334963 PRAT=   −355645 PACC=         0 FR# 2=   0 SUID= 7 CHAN= 7 KCFG= 1 OVSAMP= 1
SubJobHandler( 1): BOCF EXPECT/FOUND = 337/337
### TIME ###
Start: (Data Handler) Sysclks : 4.3620534800000000e+14 (158 18:30:17)
End:   (Data Handler) Sysclks : 4.3620547600000000e+14 (158 18:30:21)
BOCFs were start=274, end=337

Read #303 from buffer #4, data address 0xfdd16470

SubJobHandler( 1): Got correlator data
SubJobHandler( 1): Start processing new integration....

Statistics based on 1216 out of 1368 ( 88.89%)

Found start=338 (1216)
Found end=401 (1216)
SubJobHandler( 1): BOCF EXPECT/FOUND = 401/401
### TIME ###
Start: (Data Handler) Sysclks : 4.3620547600000000e+14 (158 18:30:21)
End:   (Data Handler) Sysclks : 4.3620560400000000e+14 (158 18:30:25)
BOCFs were start=338, end=401

Read #304 from buffer #6, data address 0xfda16430

SubJobHandler( 1): Got correlator data
SubJobHandler( 1): Start processing new integration....

*************** AAARGHHHHH ***************
BOCF framenrs differ across integration!!!
******************************************

Statistics based on 1216 out of 1368 ( 88.89%)

Found start=402 (1216)
Found end=0 (304)
Found end=465 (912)Listing 9: data handler.log extrats (from EJ007A).MS and FITS �le arising out of that job.� the start and stop times of the integration. Here, tint is learly 4s. The resolutionof the quoted time is integral seonds, so for sub-seond tint, you would oftensee idential start/end times. The start/end BOCF ounts would orret reetthe sub-seond tint, though.Sometimes, however, the expetations for the BOCF start/end ounts an get outof kilter with what is seen in some of the data oming bak from the orrelator.The tehnial term for this is an \AAAARGHHHH". Integration #302 illustratesone of these. You an see that all 1368 interferometers started on the same BOCFount=274, but that 152 of them ended at 0 instead of 337 (=274+64{1). If there54



is an AAAAARGHHHH, then there will follow a \PROBLEM found on..." line foreah \responsible" half of the \disrepant" interferometers. Thus there would be�152 entries for this integration, of whih I kept two. Here, X refers to the �rststation and Y to the seond. In the syntax I -J:K M-N,Æ I & J refer to the two stations making up the interferometer (0-based, in theorder of stations as listed in the $STATION setion of the VEX �le used toontrol this job, but omitting stations that didn't partiipate at the time ofjob-preparation from the ordinal ount).Æ K refers to the (0-based) subband.Æ M & N refer to the polarizations, where 3 denotes LCP & 4 RCP (the otherpossibilities for these �elds inlude 0 = unknown, 1 = X, and 2 = Y).The infr an be used to trak down problems in the hardware path taken by thedata via dzbp (f. {App.1.f.ii). Note that for this spei� AAAAAARGHHHH,the amount of interferometers lost orresponds to one station (9 stations started thejob; 152/1368 = 1/9). You ould also on�rm this had I not deleted almost all of the\PROBLEM found" lines | all of them involved the station 0. The other interestinglue is that the problem with the \disrepant" interferometers is that their end-BOCF was exatly 0. These features (a station's worth of interferometers that endat BOCF=0) are lear symptoms of a spei� sort of problem, alled a BSE (BiggsSyndrome Event, f. {App.1.g.i.�). A more generi AAAAAARGHHHH ould haveproblems with the start or end, for an arbitrary number of interferometers, and evenmore than one \disrepant" BOCF ount in the start or end.Continuing on in time, the 8 remaining stations' worth of data in integration#303 have no problem. In integration #304 (only the beginning part of it shown),there appears to be the loss of the 2nd and 3rd stations' data (304/1216 = 2/8) withend BOCF=0, ontinuing the typial BSE behavior.Information in the \out of" line in the data handler.log an also point outa di�erent sort of problem, when the perentage of good data doesn't express afration (N � L)=N , where N is the total number of stations that started the job,and L is the number of stations lost. A loss of data that an't be attributed toan integral number of stations is diÆult to attribute to the DPUs or SUs | mostlikely ulprits ould inlude loss of some serial links or a loalized asualties in theorrelator (input boards or orrelator boards themselves).The 3rd and 4th of the 5 numbers in the Integrations olumns seen in showlogoutput (f. {1.) are omputed from the �rst number (good interferometers) of the\out of" lines: datasum.pl builds an internal histogram of this number over allintegrations (for eah subjob). The 4th number is simply the mode of this histogram(orreted for the extra fator of 2 in the data handler.log), and the 3rd number isjust the number of integrations that don't have this number of good interferometers(either fewer or more).The start/stop san boundaries in the showlog output also derive from proess-55



ing the data handler.log. Sometimes, showlog will report an end-san that is onehigher than what is atually in the data (seen, for example, from the plotweight.plplots, f. {1.d). This situation arises beause it takes a short (but �nite) amountof time to shut down the subjob handler. datasum.pl heks the times in thedata handler.log against times derived from the $SCHED setion of the VEX �le.Therefore times in the data handler.log that ome while the subjob handler isshutting down may trik datasum.pl into thinking that some data from the nextsan is present (a few seonds, tops). A series of safeties in j2ms2 and the output-VEX �le (f. {2..ii) prevent suh integrations from getting into the output MS.Sine plotweight.pl reads the data diretly, it doesn't see these integrations, andits quoted san ranges at the top of its plots is therefore more robust.ii | Correlator Hardware InvestigationIf you see problems with spei� interferometer numbers in the data handler.log,you an use the program dzbp to trae down the hardware path assoiated withthose interferometer numbers. Essentially, you need to start the program, andanswer a series of questions. The key point is that eah di�erent orrelator on�g-uration (i.e., set of Nsta; Nsb; Npol; Nlag) will have a di�erent map, so you need torun dzbp right after a job that you're interested in (or at least before a job with adi�erent orrelator on�guration runs) | another good reason for daily review ofthe previous day's jobs. Here's what you should input to get the hardware map.� start the program (as jops on jaw2): /users/evn/bin/dzbp prod� Now you'll get the list of questions; enter (in order below):Æ sl (selet list)Æ 6 (interonnet info)Æ 3 (interferometer hardware path)Æ -2 (setup-id = global | in a di�erent sense than global/loal validity)Æ 0 1 Nif (�rst, inrement, and number of interferometers | the defaultshould be okay for this entry; Nif should be the same as the \out of N" inthe data handler.log, divided by 2)Æ 2 (auto & ross)Æ f ml j mt g (no prompt for this: ml = output to printer & �le, mt =output to terminal)Æ /l (exeute the program aording to the inputs above)Æ /e (terminate & exit)It's a feature that to get a opy of the output saved to �le, you'll also get it printedout on jet5mj. There's also a possible ompliation about saving the output to�le. The output �le you want will be /HP-RT/users/evnfra/txt files/SLU.TXT,It's not unpreedented, however, that Albert has run dzbp previously, making an56



SLU.TXT �le for whih jops doesn't have write permission (to overwrite it with thenew one). When I have the oasion to run dzbp, I usually move the output �leto the �/expr/EXP/ diretory for safe keeping.
******** DZBCP on jaw0 ********                Fri Aug 15 17:20:03 2003

  *** Data format descriptor print out ***

 Jobs= 1 Subarrays= 1 Interferometers= 156 Datablocks= 32 Total data= 393216

 Job format descr: Job nr= 0 Job id= 308151658 Nsubarray = 1 SAindex= 0
                   Nintfr= 156 IFindex= 0 Ncorfn = 156 CFindex= 0
       Data sizes: Job= 393216 Max Subarray= 393216
                   Max Intfr= 2048  Max Corfn= 2048

 Subarray format descr: Subarray nr= 0 SAindex= 0
                        Nintfr = 156 IFindex= 0 Ncorfn= 156 CFindex= 0
            Data sizes: Subarray= 393216 Max Intfr= 2048 Max Corfn= 2048

 IF data sizes:  NlagpIf= 2048 NlagpCf= 2048 Mon= 4 Sigsrc= 10 
.
.
.
        Stn Un  SU suim    DDU presel  DDU posel  COR input     COR corr
 Intf   Un Sig  Tx Sig     Bd Rx Sig   Bd Tx Sig  Un Bd Rx Sig  Un Bd Chip

   20:X 15   0   0   0      2  7   0    1  0   0   0  0  1   0   0  2   16
     :Y  3   0   0   0      0  3   0    1  0   3   0  0  1   3
   21:X  6   0   0   0      0  6   0    1  0   1   0  0  1   1   0  2   24
     :Y  3   0   0   0      0  3   0    1  0   3   0  0  1   3
   22:X 15   0   0   0      2  7   0    1  0   0   0  0  1   0   0  2   24
     :Y  0   0   0   0      0  0   0    1  0   2   0  0  1   2
   23:X  7   0   0   0      0  7   0    1  0   5   0  0  1   5   0  3    0
   24:X  4   0   0   0      0  4   0    1  0   4   0  0  1   4   0  3    0
   25:X  4   0   0   0      0  4   0    1  0   4   0  0  1   4   0  3    0
     :Y  7   0   0   0      0  7   0    1  0   5   0  0  1   5
   26:X  6   2   0   2      0  6   2    0  1   1   0  1  0   1   0  4    0
     :Y  4   2   0   2      0  4   2    0  1   4   0  1  0   4
   27:X 15   2   0   2      2  7   2    0  1   0   0  1  0   0   0  4    0
     :Y  7   2   0   2      0  7   2    0  1   5   0  1  0   5
   28:X  6   2   0   2      0  6   2    0  1   1   0  1  0   1   0  4    8
     :Y  7   2   0   2      0  7   2    0  1   5   0  1  0   5
   29:X 15   2   0   2      2  7   2    0  1   0   0  1  0   0   0  4    8
     :Y  4   2   0   2      0  4   2    0  1   4   0  1  0   4

        Stn Un  SU suim    DDU presel  DDU posel  COR input     COR corr
 Intf   Un Sig  Tx Sig     Bd Rx Sig   Bd Tx Sig  Un Bd Rx Sig  Un Bd Chip

   30:X  3   2   0   2      0  3   2    0  1   3   0  1  0   3   0  4   16
     :Y  4   2   0   2      0  4   2    0  1   4   0  1  0   4
   31:X  0   2   0   2      0  0   2    0  1   2   0  1  0   2   0  4   16
     :Y  7   2   0   2      0  7   2    0  1   5   0  1  0   5
   32:X  3   2   0   2      0  3   2    0  1   3   0  1  0   3   0  4   24
     :Y  7   2   0   2      0  7   2    0  1   5   0  1  0   5
   33:X  0   2   0   2      0  0   2    0  1   2   0  1  0   2   0  4   24
     :Y  4   2   0   2      0  4   2    0  1   4   0  1  0   4
   34:X  6   2   0   2      0  6   2    0  1   1   0  1  0   1   0  6    0
     :Y 15   0   0   0      2  7   0    1  1   0   0  1  1   0
   35:X 15   2   0   2      2  7   2    0  1   0   0  1  0   0   0  6    0
     :Y  6   0   0   0      0  6   0    1  1   1   0  1  1   1
   36:X  6   2   0   2      0  6   2    0  1   1   0  1  0   1   0  6    8
     :Y  6   0   0   0      0  6   0    1  1   1   0  1  1   1
   37:X 15   2   0   2      2  7   2    0  1   0   0  1  0   0   0  6    8
     :Y 15   0   0   0      2  7   0    1  1   0   0  1  1   0
   38:X  3   2   0   2      0  3   2    0  1   3   0  1  0   3   0  6   16
     :Y 15   0   0   0      2  7   0    1  1   0   0  1  1   0
   39:X  0   2   0   2      0  0   2    0  1   2   0  1  0   2   0  6   16
     :Y  6   0   0   0      0  6   0    1  1   1   0  1  1   1Listing 10: dzbp output (from GP036B).Listing 10 shows an extrat from a dzbp output �le, from GP036B (2 SB, 4 pol,512 lag). Note that this is a di�erent experiment/on�guration than shown in thedata handler.log example in Listing 9. After the header, the list of interferometersfollows, in bloks of 10. The �rst olumn lists the interferometer number (here, welook at #20{39), whih diretly orrespond to the listed \ifnr" in AAAARGHHHsin the data handler.log. After the olon(s) ome station(s) partiipating in theinterferometer, expressed as an X & Y part (X = 1st station, in our parlane); eithera single-station auto-orrelation (e.g. Intf #24) or a two-station ross-orrelation(e.g., all others in Listing 11). The stations are referred to by their SU loationsin the job. The UnSig olumn gives the 0-based hannel number (in the VEX-�le57



sense) used for eah station. You an see what this hannel-ID means from the $FREQsetion of the VEX �le used to ontrol this job. Typially, hannel 0 orresponds toSB0/RCP; in a dual-pol observations, the even hannels would be RCP and the oddhannels would be LCP (in a single-pol observation, the hannel-ID would diretlygive SB). There is one possible ompliation for interpretation of the UnSig olumn,whih is illustrated in Listing 11: for fan-out=4 experiments (suh as this one),the odd-hannels are skipped in forming the data to go to the orrelator, so hereUnSig=0 orresponds to SB0/RCP and UnSig=2 orresponds to SB0/LCP. (thosewith long memories will reall that the LSB/USB mask's inonsistent treatment ofthis fat led to the \bad-LSB" problem, whih has sine been repaired, and henenot mentioned in {App.1.g.) You an see some Stokes=RR baselines (Intf #20{23,25), some Stokes=LL baselines (Intf #26{33), and some ross-pol baselines (Intf#34{39). Note that Intf #36{37 are atually ross-pol \autoorrelations" | astation's RCP & LCP signals orrelated with eah other. The rest of the groups ofolumns trae the signal ow through the Data Proessor: whih parts of the DDUpre-seletor board, the DDU post-seletor board, the orrelator-input boards, andthe orrelator itself were used to handle eah interferometer's data (note that oneinside the orrelator and baselines have been formed, there's only one entry in theCOR orr olumns. For the orrelator-related olumns, Un refers to the rate (0{3 )and Bd refers to the board within the rate (0{7 ). Individual interferometers havingmany lags may be spread out over multiple hips (the only onstraint is that aninterferometer must �t onto a single orrelator board, whih an handle 4096 lagsin loal validity | f. {3.1 of the \Field-of-View Calulations" doument on theJIVE how-to wiki, or on the EVN web site www.evlbi.org/user guide/fov/).If you have some known subset of interferometers that are having a problem,suh as persistent AAAARGHHHs a�eting only a ouple ifnr's, try to ome upwith the ommon fator among them | a orrelator board, a portion of an orre-lator input board (the two most reurring suspets), et. Inform Sjouke of spei�hardware problems one identi�ed.1.g: A Correlator-Problem BestiaryHere, we'll try to touh on eah of the regularly-ourring problems you mightenounter in reviewing the orrelation of your experiment. Many of these are typ-ially aught during orrelation, and a�eted sans immediately reorrelated (see{2.a.iii for tehniques of editing the lis-�le to exlude spei� san-ranges fromgoing to the Measurement Set, and thus ultimately the FITS �le(s) the PI gets).i | Problems that you an detet/diagnose from the plotweight.pl weight plots(on /juw26 6/data/PltWgt/EXP) by themselves:�) Biggs Syndrome Event (BSE). In a BSE, individual stations drop out of thejob one to a few at a time, often in rapid suession over 10's of seonds to aouple minutes. In the plotweight.pl weight plots, their lines just appear to58



stop in the middle of the job. In the data handler.log all the drop-outs ourwhen the end-BOCF -ount is 0. The number of interferometers dropping outan always be attributed to an integral number of stations. See {App.1.f.i for anexample from an a�eted data handler.log. BSEs seem to our rather morefrequently for disk stations than for tape stations. Data from baselines thatinlude a BSE'd station are rubbish, but they are now pre-agged (to w < �1,so that any subsequent un-agging of data will leave the weight >1, thus stilleligible for agging via flagweight, f. {3.k). Reorrelation should begin fromthe san in whih the BSE �rst started to our (or maybe the san before that,to avoid the 30s orrelator start-up-time in that �rst BSE-a�eted san | inthis ase the �rst reorrelated san would be omitted from the MS).�) Sudden Onset AAAARGHHHHs (SOA). As distint from BSEs, a Sudden On-set AAAARGHHHH is when a (sub)job that has been running perfetly well(all 100% data in the data handler.log) suddenly starts to experiene messyAAAARGHHHHs that persist through the rest of the (sub)job, whih an't beattributed to a spei� set of stations. It would be quite possible for there tobe multiple di�erent start and/or end BOCF ounts, with varying numbers ofinterferometers assoiated with them. Sometimes it's possible to trae \rogue"BOCF ounts moving in parallel with the orret ount, and sometimes it's pos-sible to see the same few BOCF ounts repeating themselves in a ylial patternover just a few integrations (rather than the 10min BOCF-wrap period). Some-times, there's no readily disernible pattern. When you enounter an SOA, �ndout the time of the last \uninfeted" integration (go to the �rst ourrene ofan AAAARGHH in the data handler.log, and sroll up to the �rst preedinggood integration), and hek to whih san it belongs (i.e., from the vexsum-�leor equivalent). Re-orrelate that and following sans in the (sub)job, and usej2ms2's lis-�le san-range heking feature to exlude the infeted sans fromthe original orrelation.) Diagonal Weight Inident (DWI). This ours almost exlusively when the EN-ABLE CRM SERVO is on | whih is required for experiments that have 16MHzsubband bandwidths (f. the \16MHz jump" problem below in {App.1.g.iii.�).The harateristi weight-plot signature is a station suddenly dropping fromw ' 1:0 to � 0:5, and then dereasing in a straight diagonal line towards 0. Ifthere is a gap in the shedule long enough for the SU to be reon�gured, theDWI will be over at the start of the san after the gap. There are two forms ofdiagonal weights:Æ) Slow: an take up to �20min to reah 0. This is by far the most ommonDWI (�10 times more ommon than the \fast" DWIs). Fringes on baselinesto the station undergoing a DWI disappear before the manifest beginning ofthe DWI on the weight plots (i.e., the drop from unity to half weight). Thistime range, for whih there is no apparent problem in the weight plot butno fringes to the station, depends on the per-trak reording rate: <� 5m34s59



for 4Mb/s/tr, <� 3m01s for 8Mb/s/tr, and � 1m for 16Mb/s/tr (these arethe longest reorded periods of premature fringe-loss prior to a slow DWIthat we've seen empirially). Any re-do should start with the san that wasrunning at the onset of the DWI, less the appropriate time above. Beauseof this lag between fringe-loss & harateristi signature, it's quite possiblethat you won't be able to notie a period of fringe-loss should it fall toolose to the end of a subjob or the beginning of a gap (in whih the SUs getreon�gured). Unless you get \luky" and see something in standard plots({3.h) or other plots ({3.j), you'll probably never �nd this sort of prematurefringe-loss period. There are two inidents I know of where this has likelyhappened | one was reoverable beause it happened in the san that (i)was used as the standardplots.g san, and (ii) was also the san used forlok-searhing (so there was an \earlier orrelation" for omparison).Æ Fast: takes �4{5min to reah 0. Fringes disappear on baselines to thea�eted station exatly a the onset of the DWI as seen from the weightplots.In experiments with tint < 1 s, the diagonal derease on the weight plot anbeome a rhombus: at low resolution (as on the weight plots), it appears thereare two traes forming a rhombus after the jump down from unity to half weight.One trae starts o� horizontally at the redued weight, while the other dereasesdiagonally. When the dereasing trae hits zero, it turns horizontal and thehitherto horizontal trae starts to derease at the same rate as the �rst one didat the beginning of the DWI. The bisetor of the initial vertex therefore remainsdiagonal itself, and dereases at about the same rate as a DWI for tint � 1 s.However, at higher resolution, it is lear that the two legs of the rhombus thatappear exist are really formed by the weights of alternating integrations jumpingbetween the two traes. Oasionally, even weirder patterns in sub-seond tintjobs an be seen (an \�" in the middle of the rhombus). Exeptionally unusualtraes inlude very slow diagonally inreasing weight after an unusually largeinitial jump down (seen twie) and a diagonal weight that appeared to reeto� w = 0, and started inreasing at the same rate it was dereasing (seen one).DWIs should be reorrelated from the start of the san that ontains the time�3{5min prior to the manifest start of the DWI (for a slow DWI) or from thesan that ontains the DWI (for a fast DWI). Edit the start/end-san olumnsin the lis-�le to exise the sans a�eted by DWIs ({1.e.i).Æ) Ghost Data. This ours when a station's trae remains in the weight plot afterit has atually stopped reording or otherwise partiipating in the subjob. Thelast integration ontinues to be output from the orrelator over and over (seemsto be able to last �7{12min). j2ms2 on PCInt handles ghost data at the MS-reation stage (it reognizes that the station really has left the shedule, on asan-by-san basis). 60



�) Ghost Data Termination. However, one negative onsequene of the GhostData is that when it stops in one station (say, G), it an (but doesn't haveto) e�etively kill the weight of another station (say, V) at the same time.For station G, it will look like its weight-plot trae disappears (atually theweight goes to ��, but the weight plots have a �xed y-axis range). The ghostdata termination (GDT) ours only if G leaves the array and doesn't returnin the subjob (otherwise the ghost data will remain onstant weight until Gdoes return). The weight on V will drop to 0 simultaneously to the GDT on G.Charateristis of the data during the GDT event inlude:Æ baselines G{* are of ourse bad, sine G has stopped observing for this timerange.Æ the autoorrelation V{V is indeed bad | it's not just the weight spuriouslydropping to 0.Æ other baselines V{* are okay. This learly points to a orrelator problem,sine the autoorrelations and ross-orrelations are done entirely indepen-dently.Æ in spite of this, the baselines V{* will not be useful if 2bitVV ({3.d) isrun. 2bitVV needs the autoorrelations to ompute the 2-bit van Vlekorretions to apply to the baselines; without autoorrelations (i.e., theweight less than the weight ut-o�), 2bitVV will ag all baselines V-*.A GDT event an also our if G in the subjob doesn't begin observing fromthe start of the subjob. In this ase, some other station V may have 0 weightuntil G omes in. Here, the "Termination" aspet of the name is something ofa misnomer, but the two aspets learly stem from the same ause.As mentioned, the GDT events are learly a orrelator bug. When the orrelatoromputes autoorrelations (one station, one SB, one parallel-hand pol), it useshalf the amount of orrelator hardware as it does for a baseline (one baseline,one SB, one pol). This is beause the autoorrelation will be symmetri aboutthe peak lag (0 delay); the orrelator omputes only the top (or bottom?) halfand subsequent proessing uses the symmetry to reonstrut the full autoorre-lation spetrum. We have determined empirially that the relation between theautoorrelations for G & V is that they share the same orrelator \footprint"that a baseline would have used (as traeable via dzbp, f. {App.1.f.ii). Some-times, ghost data terminating on a station S doesn't knok any other stationG out | in this ase there wasn't another autoorrelation \sharing" the samebaseline \footprint" with S's autoorrelation.The reorrelation tati when a GDT event is notied is to limit the san-range seletion in the runjob gui to avoid the array missing a station at thebeginning or end of the subjob(s). Note that some events that automatiallytrigger a subjob hange (e.g., a disk-pak hange) ould ompliate the san-range seletion. 61



�) Premature Stop. It's quite possible for various things to die in the middle ofa subjob (software: the CDI proess, the shared-memory alloator; hardware:serial links, et.). There may be obvious signs of this in the weight plot (onlysome stations/subbands/pols stop early) or not. Even if there are no suhobvious signs, it should be lear from the end-time of the plots themselves |this would preede the last time in the last san of the job. A more rigoroustest would be to hek the last reported time of a good integration in thedata handler.log. Suh events are almost always aught during prodution,but if there's a �nal partial san in the subjob, you'll need to edit the end-sanolumn of the lis-�le to make sure it doesn't go into the MS ({2.a.iii).�) Servo'ing / Synhing. Espeially for tapes, it's not unommon for synh to belost and regained, often several times in a subjob. Sometimes reorrelation onthe same unit helps, sometimes not. The operators usually notie suh events,and try hanging station loation or heking various SU boards. With disks,servo'ing is rarely a problem, exept maybe for some stations at 1Gb/s.�) BOCF jump. This almost never ours anymore. Beause of the inherent10-min yle for the BOCF ount, a \rogue" BOCF ount returned from theorrelator, oherent over enough interferometers that it is not interpreted as theount ausing an \AAAAARGHHH" (f. {App.1.f.i), ould ase a orrespondingjump in the (UTC) time stamps assoiated with the data. Typially, this ouldbe seen in the weight plots as a \blank" time-range, where no station has anyweights. Also, the duration of the job would be up to 10min longer than itshould have been. Sine there's no expliit san information in the orrelatoroutput data, plotweight.pl �gures out the san boundaries in the data byreferring bak to the VEX �le. Thus if �jump <�10min are skipped in the data,the weight plot would \assign" data after the BOCF jump to whatever sanfalls �jump after the san they really belong to. The san-range of the plot asseen in the upper-right orner would extend to sans that weren't done in this(sub)job. Of ourse, if the job were stopped prematurely beause the BOCFjump was notied, this end-san-is-too-big test may not be appliable, but the�jump missing-weight interval will still be a diagnosti.ii|Problems that you an detet from the plotweight.pl autoorrelation-amplitudeplots:�) Sampler Stats. The amplitude of the autoorrelation peak for a given hannel(subband/parallel-hand polarization) in the orrelator output is now propor-tional to the fration of high-bits (fh) as reorded by the station in that hannel.Thus you an get a quik hek of the the stations' \sampler statistis" diretlyfrom the autoorrelation-amplitude plots made by plotweight.pl. The pro-gram 2bitVV (f. {3.d) will take are of omputing and applying the 2-bit vanVlek orretion, so there's no ation to take at this point with respet to the62



data in hand. But if the stations' fh are too far o� optimal (36.4% for us),then some of the sensitivity gains of 2-bit sampling will be irretrievably lost:fh = 1:0 would just be 1-bit sampling, and if the fh get too lose to 0, then noisewill play a larger role in the omputed 2bitVV orretions. The plotweight.plautoorrelation plots provide a means to get feedbak to the stations abouttheir sampler stats, without having to wait for the analysis of the MS. (Evenbetter, this sort of thing should have been looked at during lok-searhing,whih would have provided even faster feedbak. If fh <� 0:15, Sergei suggeststhat we should fore treat the station's reording as 1-bit, by making a sepa-rate $TRACKS setion for it in the VEX �le, with all the MAG bits ommentedout. This is another reason to hek in lok-searhing, prior to the produtionorrelation. Of ourse, to shift a station from 2-bit to 1-bit, the low fh wouldreally have to be true for all SB/pol, sine the number of bits in the reordingis a station-based harateristi in our system.)iii | Problems that you an't detet from any plotweight.pl plots, and wouldneed further investigation of the data itself to disover:�) Byte Slips. There are two types of these, one arising in the DMMs (DelayMemory Modules) and another in the TRMs (Trak Reovery Modules). Of thetwo, the TRM Byte Slips have largely be exised, although as we do more andmore 64-trak experiments, we may re-enounter some boards that were moreprone to these events (we had moved them to the upper half of the SUs so thatthey wouldn't be used as muh). The DMM Byte Slips seem more prevalentin (but not exlusive to) experiments with only 2 hannels. There's really nosmoking gun for these without an olayspe of the lag spetrum for baselines to asuspeted station. There is a separate guide to Byte Slips available on the JIVEhow-to wiki; it ontains a series of illustrative �gures for both kinds showingthe harateristi behaviors in various sorts of plots. DMMs that appear tobe vulnerable to DMM byte slips have been marked, and moved to the upperposition in the upper SUs | the easiest approah is avoidane.�) A priori orrelator model e�ets. Spei� onditions in the a priori orrelatormodel for a baseline may trigger problemati orrelator output for a spei�time range. There is a separate guide to these events available on the JIVEhow-to wiki.Æ When the a priori delay-rate on a baseline is lose enough to 0 that thephase-al tones in both stations an orrelate with eah other (a funtionof the subband frequeny and the integration time). This auses a periodof exess orrelation amplitude in frequeny points orresponding to thephase-al loations, whih bleeds through into averages aross the band.In the past, we have also seen instanes (twie that I know of) where Jb1has also had similar e�ets at times when harmonis of 50Hz about thephase-al tone also orrelate against another station's phase-al tones. If63



one or more stations in the baseline don't have phase-al on, then thereis no problem. The glish program plyflg.g takes are of these events byagging the appropriate time range (f. {3.g).Æ If using \global" validity, there is also a problem when the Mk4 tape-frameheaders orrelate with eah other | in other words when the a priori delayon a baseline is near an integral multiple of the time represented by a tapeframe (a funtion of the fan-out ratio, the subband bandwidth, and the Nlagused for orrelation). Baselines inluding a VLBA-format station will notbe a�eted (VLBA format doesn't use data-replaement headers). The onlyoperational reason to use global rather than loal validity is to squeeze anextra fator of 2 in Nlag out of the orrelator (all other orrelation param-eters being equal). However, inreasing Nlag just inreases the time-rangethat would be a�eted by this problem, so it is essentially never worth-while to use global validity (with Mk4-format reordings). (Also note thatthe standard orrelator-load formulas assume the redued orrelator-outputload appropriate to loal validity, so while we an read-out the whole orre-lator to E3 reliably in 0.25s in loal validity, that's not neessarily true forglobal validity.) In any ase, plyflg.g (f. {3.g) an also ag time-rangesa�eted by this a priori delay ondition.�) BWsb=16MHz jumps. There's a irular memory bu�er in the CRMs (ChannelReovery Modules) whose read & write pointers an overlap for data reordedwith subband bandwidths of 16MHz (or 32Msamples/s). At this data rate, thisbu�er holds ' 141ms of data. When one station's pointers \overlap", fringes arelost to that station (it's data are o�set by 141ms with the others); when a seondstation's pointers \overlap", then fringes return on the baseline, but there's a141ms shift of the data with respet to the model. In other words, (one allstations' pointers have \overlapped") plots of delay-jump vs. a priori rate yielda straight line, as do plots of rate-jump vs. a priori aeleration, and so on forhigher derivatives of delay, out to the level of noise in the data. The solutionto this problem was to turn on the CRM-SERVO mehanism, whih works toensure the read/write pointers stay as far away from eah other as possible.We've never seen a 16MHz jump when ENABLE CRM SERVO was on. However,this feature seems to be involved in ausing/allowing diagonal weights, so now itshould be used only for experiments that have BWsb=16MHz. Unfortunately,there is nothing in the output data or anillary �les whih an tell you whetherit was on or not for a spei� job.�) Any other loss-of-fringe problem that doesn't have a orresponding low-weightsignature (e.g., the fringe-loss in a slow DWI prior to the manifest diagonalweight signature). Another reent disovery (that appears to have been re-solved) was the fat that SU5 prevented fringes in baselines to its mountedstation for oversampled data. The hardest problems to �nd are of ourse theones we don't know about yet..... 64



2. | j2ms2The orrelator output data lives in job-diretories (YMoDyHrMi/ ). Eah jobdiretory has one or more subjob subdiretories (N/ ), in whih live the subjob's raworrelator output (CDF) and anillary �les (HDRS, MAP). The CDF is in lag-spae,and an get pretty big | urrently �14GB/hr for a full-orrelator, tint (0.25 s) mode(more preisely, 1MB per integration for the full orrelator in loal validity). These�les ontain all the orrelation funtions for all the interferometers/integrations, buthave no intrinsi information to tie these to physial stations/baselines/SBs/pols.The orrelator ontinues to pump out data as long as the job is running, regardless ofgaps in the shedule (in whih ase of ourse, the data would be meaningless | youan often see this in the plotweight.pl weight plots, where strange weight patternsan be seen in periods of gaps in whih the stations have stopped reording). A fewother �les are used to provide the ties bak to the physial observing setup.The SB/pol set up, inluding frequeny assignments, is taken are of by thetop-level VEX �le (f. {2.a.ii, {2.b.ii). This is why it's important to use the orretVEX-�le in the �rst line of the lis-�le, espeially in experiments that have multipleorrelator passes, eah using a di�erent subset of SBs/pols. The top-level VEX�le also provides antenna information, so it's important not to edit the $STATIONSsetion (e.g., remove antennas not used, hange ordering) in the ourse of produtionorrelation. Every run of j2ms2 that ontributes to the same MS should use thesame top-level VEX �le.Eah job diretory also holds an \output VEX �le", named EXP jobID.vex.This is used to take are of the assignment of san information, as well as to ontrolwhat data atually makes it into the MS. Data at times that do not belong to a sanaording to the output VEX �le are not written to the MS. To be onsidered \ina san", there is an additional test: the system knows whih sans you are doing ineah job (sine you have to selet them in the runjob window); the soure for allother sans is set to \unknown" in the output VEX �le. Data with times belonging tosuh sans are also not written to the MS. This is the safety referred to in {App.1.f.i| the fat that the output VEX �le is a job-based rather than a subjob-based entityallows the possibility of \orphan data" sneaking through at the beginning of seond(& subsequent) subjobs in a multi-subjob job. However, the san-range hekingapability of j2ms2 -v exp.lis (f. {2.a.iii) provides a muh more interative wayto onstrain further what sans from individual subjobs ontribute to the MS. Theoutput VEX �le also has a \header" omprising ommented-out lines that provideyou an oversight over the orrelation parameters, and tell j2ms2 what the versionsof the on-line orrelator software were for this job (ABMajor, ABMinor), so that itan interpret the orrelator output data properly. The \OLD prep job" line showsthe syntax for the older ommand-line interfae for starting a job (i.e., prior to theGUI-based runjob.pl). This line an be handy for testing/debugging (add a \-l3" to the line, and only the CJD will be made without atually starting a job).
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3.d | 2bitVVAll ations listed below are performed in a loop over eah separate integrationsin the MS. Thus the 2-bit van Vlek orretions for eah integration are independentof those for other integrations, with no averaging period as in ACCOR in AIPS.� read the DATA, WEIGHT, DATA DESC ID, ANTENNA1, and ANTENNA2 olumns fromthe MS. The DATA DESC ID olumns provides the means to trae the SB/pol in-formation from the SPECTRAL WINDOW and POLARIZATION subtables.� Loop over autoorrelations (ANTENNA1 == ANTENNA2, only parallel-hand pols):Æ Rereate the lag spetrum: keeping trak of the upper/lower sidebanded-ness, \fold-over" the (real-only) N�-long frequeny spetrum to 2N� � 1;ompute the value for \freq #0" (suh that lag #0 will be 0 + 0i after theFFT); do the FFT to lag-spae.Æ Read o� the value of the peak lag; sale by 0.364 to fh; store in a table(dimensions ista; jsb; kpol).Æ Compute the orreted lag-spetrum for this Sta/SB/pol using the table ofoeÆients Aij determined by Sergei in his simulation:Na=9Xi=1 T2i�1( orig: lag spetrum ) � N=8Xj=1 AjiTj�1(2fh � 1)Here, T`(x) denote the Chebyshev polynomial of order ` (range �1 � x �1). Note that eah point in the autoorrelation lag spetra gets orretedseparately (the overbar intends to signify treatment as a vetor).Æ FFT the orreted lag-spae autoorrelation bak to frequeny-spae; trun-ate from Nlag = 2N� to N� , keeping trak of lower/upper sidebandedness.� Loop over baselines (ross-hand pols for ANTENNA1 == ANTENNA2 are onsideredbaselines, along with ANTENNA1 != ANTENNA2):Æ extrat the appropriate fh1&fh2 for the two partiipating Sta/SB/pol.Æ ompute the single baseline-saling fator (B), using the table of oeÆientsXij determined by Sergei in his simulation:B = Np=8Xi=1 Ti�1(2fh1 � 1) � Np=8Xj=1 XijTj�1(2fh2 � 1)Æ Multiply the (omplex) baseline frequeny-spae orrelation funtion by B.Figure 6 shows the B \�eld". The green thik line is the lous of B = 1. A boxbounding 0:3 � fh � 0:4 for both stations is over-plotted (this forms something of66



Figure 6: 2bitVV baseline-saling fator as a funtion of fh for both stations.an unoÆial target for the stations to ahieve). Note the numerial limitations ofthe orretion: two stations with \optimal" fh will have B of ' 0:98.3.e | fixfbsfixfbs omputes its orretions to the phase slope aross the band to ompen-sate for the residual frational bit shift (FBS). The basis for the orretion is therelation that 1 lag of delay indues a 180Æ slope aross the (upper or lower side-band) frequeny bandpass, pivoting around the entral frequeny point (N�=2+1).The goal will be to ompute the net residual frational bit shift for an integration,onvert that to a phase per frequeny point gradient, and apply it to the atualdata in the MS.The �rst step, just as in plyflg.g or plyreon.g, is a loop over all jobs in theMS, loading the polynomial representations of the a priori models passed to theSUs for the partiipating stations (i.e., the start & stop times and the 6 oeÆientsappliable over those time ranges). The model polynomials are evaluated via �(t) =P5i=0Ci � (t� t0)i, where t0 is the start time assoiated with the polynomial. Eahpolynomial an be valid no longer than two minutes (t�t0 � 120 s), but the expliitrules for how the start & stop times are assigned for the time range overed by aspei� san in the VEX�le are somewhat ompliated, and may well hange from67



job to job (depending on what range of sans the job overs). Of ourse, if thestart & stop times di�er between two jobs, the polynomial oeÆients themselveswill also be di�erent, suh that the evaluation of the total delay model remains thesame.One the polynomials are loaded for all stations & jobs, there's a separateset of loops that go through all the baselines & integrations in the MS. For eahbsln/int, the net residual FBS an be omputed from the area in the (delay, time)plane above/below the �(t) urve with respet to the losest (horizontal) integrallag \lobe" that are spaed 1=(2BW ) apart in delay (and on whih the FBS isinstantaneously 0). The net area normalized by tint provides a net FBS delay.Per integration, we ompute a best-�t linear model to 5th-order polynomial model.This linearization greatly assists the omputation in two ways: determination of therossing times of �(t) with the equally spaed integral lag \lobes", and anellationof above/below areas when �(t) rosses >1 lag \lobe". With this linearization, afew geometrially-envisionable rules suÆe to handle all possibilities of the relativeon�guration among the start/end frational lag \lobes", the initial diretion of the�(t) urve, and the integral lag \lobes". The resulting net FBS is onverted into aphase slope, slp := d'= d�i [rad/frq.pt℄, and a N�-long vetor of phase-o�setsis omputed: �!�' := [1 : N� ℄ * slp. Loops over subbands and polarizationswithin the bsln/int are then done to read in, orret, and write bak the atualdata. The orretion steps are:~'0 := arg( data )~A := j data j~'1 := ~'0 ��!�'data1 := ~A exp( omplex(0; ~'1))6 | Setting the per-soure protetion for Pipeline outputNote that this requires that that arhive -auth has already been run for theexperiment (f. {4..iv).Æ go to the web site www.jive.nl/arhive/sripts/pipe/admin.php. This willnot work well under Netsape 4.76; does work well under Netsape 7 (= mozilla1.4). Log-in as jops via the dialogue box.Æ Selet your experiment from the pull-down menu; lik on the Submit Querybutton.Æ Clik on the experiment name (in olumn 0). A new window will appear. Thishas two olumns of pipeline-generated plots: on the left, a list of experiment-wide plots, and on the right, a list of soure-spei� plots.Æ In the upper right is a pull-down menu of soures. For eah of the \private"soures (f. the expsum-�le), lik on the soure in this pull-down menu, lik68



on the Selet all soure �eld button at the bottom, and then lik on the Enterinto database button. Then go on to the next \private" soure.Æ When you hek the pipeline part of the Arhive, you should be able to viewany plot for non-\private" soures, but should get a dialogue box asking for auser-name/password for any plot for a \private" soure (one you log-in one,no subsequent dialogue box will appear in the same Netsape session).
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